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In Our 99th Year
GIVE BOOKLET — Murray-Calloway County League of Women Voters Tuesday formally presented Murray
Chamber of Commerce and the two local banks/copies of a new League booklet called "Know Your Community."
rlictured making the presentation are (from left Carol Julian, chairman of the League community survey com-
mittee, A. W. Simmons, president of Bank of Murray, Jim Johnson, executive vice president of Murray Chamber of
Commerce and Ruth Howard, president of the local League. Bill Boyd, president of Peoples Bank, and Bruce
Thomas, v_Lithliteisturray_btanch of HopkyUe SaylogsAnd Lqau, were  Ikut_iyailaWkuthe_picture_Thebmtiets
fl be distributed free at the banteand savings and loan institutions andat the chambelkof commerce.
Booklet On C
Anew booklet "Knott; Your Corn- -
munity,"- -prepared by the - Murray-- -
Calloway, County League of Women
Voters, isnawaVailable for the citizens- _
of this area.-
The League has plaZed these books
in the lobbies of Peoples Bank, the Bank
o urray, and Hopkinsville Federal
Savings and Loan, as well as in the -
'branch banks, in the-local library and
the Chamber of Commerce- offices.
They.arelree. _
The -pages of the'bfflifer-dontain
information which should be helpful to
many local people. Beginning with a
history of Calloway Countyithe book
contains chapters on_ the economic





health care: education; recreation and
culture; organizations and community
:services.; and finaJiy,, eoter hiformation
and political parties.
Manfacturing firms with their
products both male and female, em-
ployment are given. Budgets for the
schools and city and county offices are
al ssi shown. Voting information, in-
cluding county precincts' and voting
places are itemized.
The booklet was prepared to fulfill
the requirements for the local league
obtaining its full league status from the
state and national league. Cost_ of
Peoples Bank, the Bank of Murray, and Bin' ding Arbitration Called Forpublishing the book was asstuneirby the
er
15c Per Copy Volume 99 No. 44"
••••••••••.,...
12th Street Rezoning




members have set a Feb. 28 "work
session" to prepare for a scheduled -- 
March 21 public hearing in connection-
-with a 12th street rezoning proposal, -
The March hearing will mark the
third in recent months, in a proposal to--
change existing • -- residential "
classifications on the street ( R3 and
R4) to -light business" classification
(B41. The hearing will deal with several
residential lots from Sycamore arid
Chestnut on 12th.
Murray planning commissioners met
Tuesday evening and in addition to
talking about the 12th Street rezoning
hearing, they okayed a zoning change
on 16th Street and condttted a public
hearing for a zoning change on 4th and
Vine.- •
...Take One-Third Of Day
To what extent are higher taxes and the increase in the cost of living eating
into the income gains made recently by Calloway County residents? How far
does the weekly pay envelope go at the present time?
Not much further than it did 10 years ago, it appears. Buying a car, for
example, costs nearly as much now, in terms of the number of weeks of work
necessary to earn it, as in 1967. The net gain in purchasing power has been
small.
A major factor in the increase in living costs has been taxes, according to a
study made by the Tax Foundation, a non-profit organization concerned with
the fiscal aspects of government. It finds that about a third of a worker's ear-
nings are being siphoned off for taxes.
The figures indicate that taxes as a whole - Federal, state and local - cut
deeper into family budgets than any other single item. They add up to more,
in fact, than is needed for food, housing and household operations combined.
Relating the findings to Calloway County and to the average level of in-
come locally during the past year, it amounts to $4,950 per household.
Calculated on the basis of an eight-hour workday, the average taxpayer
has to work two hours and 42 minutes of it to earn enough for his taxes.
As for the remainder of the working day, one hour and 30 minutes is
needed to pay for housing and household operations. Another one hour and
eight minutes on the job is for food and tobacco.
Additional time must be put in for transportation expenses which require
40 minutes, for medical and dental care 26 minutes, for clothing 25 minutes,
and for recreation 20 minutes.
The remaining 49 minutes is for all other purposes, such as personal care,
savings, education and discretionary spending in general.
According to the Tax Foundation's findings, nearly three-fourths of most
people's incomes are being allocated for food, clothing, shelter and taxes.
...But You Deduct $3,820
Were the charitable donations made by Calloway County residents in the
past year larger or smaller than those made by most other people in their in-
come brackets?
Were their medical expenditures, local taxes and interest charges higher
or lower?
Taxpayers who are busy assembling their income and expense figures for
1977, in preparation for their annual encounter with Uncle Sam, will be in-
terested to know how their deductible expenditures compare with the
average.
Some guidance in this direction, for those who itemize their deductions,
comes from the Commerce Clearing House, an authority on business and tax
law, based upon data released by the Internal Revenue Service.
It has prepared a breakdown detailing just how much the average tax-
payer in each income category has been listing for contributions, medical
costs and the like.
In general throughout the country, it reports, families with earnings
corresponding to the Calloway County average have been deducting a total
of $3,860, which is equivalent to about 26 percent of their adjusted gross in-
come.
For those with incomes that are larger than the local average, the amoun-
ts deducted are usually greater, but they represent a smaller percentage of
--their earnings. The converse is tetlefi-sethbrie with-lower incomes.
The total deductions of Calloway County families with earnings of $17,500,
for example, will come to about $3,960 if they conform to the average. Those
with incomes of $9,500 will be listing close to $3,250 if they match the norm.
Of the $3,860 in total deductions taken generally by families with incomes
ritiProximating the local average, $440 is for contributions, $1,580 for interest
on loans and other obligations, $1,310 for state and local taxes, and $530 for
medical and dental expenses. ,
These are purely guideline figures, it is noted, and are not automatically
accepted by the Internal Revenue Service. Proper records must be available
to support them.
%
Hopkinsville Federal Savings and
'Loan, •
Members of the league worked on the
booklet for one year
"All local women and men are en-
couraged to join the League which is
an organization working for the bet-
terment of the community, a
spokesman said.
Presentations of copies of the booklet
have beer made to Mayor Melvin
Henley, and representatives of the _
TPéoples Baia, and the Bank Of Murray,-
and Hppkinsville Federal Savings and
Loan.
. -
-"We've compiled a substantial
number of letters for mail ( almost
200L. .and we're going to mail them
Wednesday which will allow 30 days
for the people to get the restricted
delivery letters," Murray City Planner
-Steve Zea loud cotruStion members
Tuesday -evening:
A public hearing on the four liming of
12th Street through-Murray is- set
Wednesday, March 22, the day after the
L2th Street rezoning hearing. That
hearing will be in the auditorium of the
Skeet Education building on Murray
State University campus. Kentucky
Department of Transportation's
project calls for four 'ening the
thoroughfare from Sycamore Street",
north to Utterback Road.
Zea urged commission members to
attend the 12th Meet,- tour-laning
hearing: Past - planning commissions
have endorsed the project, Zea said. An
endorsetnent came recently from
--Murrak-Calloway Coalition, a local
citizens advisory group.
Commission members in a 8-1-1 vote
we
As Coal Strike Enters 79th Day
WASHINGTON (A?) - The coal
industry today called for voluntary
binding arbitration in the coal strike,
but a spokesman for the United Mine
Spring Style Show
Scheduled March 7
Plans for the Spring Style Show to be
held Tuesday, March 7, at 7:00 p.m. in
the Clara Eagle Gallery of the Price
ca Doyle Fine Arts Building, Murray State
University, have been announced by
, the sponsor of the show, the Music
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club with Mrs. Don Bennett and Mrs.
Joe Hal Spann as co-chairmen of this
event.
The style show is an annual event by
the Music Department and features the
latest fashions from several local retail
establishments to be modeled by men
and women from the community. "A
Magic Fashion Montage" will be the
theme of the show.
Those serving with Mrs. Bennett and
Mrs. Spann include: Mrs. Tommye D.
Taylor,-style coordinator; Mrs. C. C.
Lowry, commentator; Mrs. Roy Hatton
and Mrs. Alvin Crafton, designer and
composer of original programs; Mrs.
Keith Hays, tickets; Mrs. John C.
Winter, musical director; Mrs. Hugh
Noffsinger, backstage director; Mrs.
Max Brandon and Mrs. Joe Dick,
timers; Mrs. James T. Thompson,
sound and lights; Mrs. Carl R. Mowery,
usher chairman; Mrs. Wayne Flora,
seating chairman; Mrs. Loal Cole and
Mrs. Jack Uddberg, publicity.
Tickets for the style show ma be
obtained by calling Mrs. Keith Hays at
489-2488 or by contacting any member
of the Music Department.
Workers said the union was likely to
reject it.
The industry said binding arbitration
is "preferable to the loss which the
economy is now suffering." It urged
UMW members to return to the mines
while a three-member arbitration
board would try to settle the record 79-
day strike.
Meanwhile, officials said bargainers
for the two sides would meet face-to-
face later in the day as Labor Secretary
Ray Marshall continued his efforts to
mediate a negotiated settlement.
A Carter administration official close
to the talks who declined to be identified
said the call for arbitration was- " an in-
Public Library
Reduces Hours
The Calloway County Public Library
will reduce the number of hours open
effective Wednesday, Feb. n. New
hours will be Monday through Thur-
sday, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., and Friday and
Saturday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The current energy saving campaign
is the reason for the temporary cutback
in hours that the library is open to the
public. All evening meetings and ac-
tivities will be curtailed until the
energy crisis is lessened or the cold
weather is over.
The book depository will remain open
at all times for convenient book
returns.
_"We hope that library patrons will
not be too inconvenienced by this cut in
library hours as we wish to cooperate
with officials on the request for
reduction of use of electricity," said
Margaret Trevathan, librarian.
teresting proposal." He said he hoped
the UMW would consider the proposal
seriously.
A union spokesman said the proposal
was unlikely to meet with UMW ap-
proval.
The White House announced that
Marshall would meet later in the day
with UMW negotiators to consider the
industry's suggestion for binding arbi-
tration. The joint session will follow,
officials said.
The industry said binding arbitration
is -preferable to the loss which the
ecdnorny is now suffering." It urged
United Mine Wockers members to re-
turn to the mines Monday while a three-
See COAL STRIKE,
Page 14-A, Column 5
inside today
Tuesday evening approved the rezoning
of a piece of property lying just off 16th
Street near Locus Drive.
, Dan Miller owns the property and
-originally asked to have a stretch of
ahout_187 feet facing 16th, and ex-
tending 349 feet back from 18th to an
alky rezoned from R2 to R4.
Miller told commission inemheri,
aöir Meeting, that -he plans to
develop the prorYerty, possibly putting
multi-family dwellings on it.
A number of people living on 16th
objected to the re-classification to R4,
which- would allow for apartments in a
residential section. Sixteenth Street is
City School Board
To Meet. Thursday
Murray Independent School Board
members are slated to consider ap-
proval of food service bids through the
remainder of the school year, and
receive quotations for band uniforms
Eternatives to the lian -picagram,
when the board meets lburikkat
The 7 p.m. session will be' ln school
board administrative officeironlasp
Street.
ALso_. on the agenda_lor-Tliaraday
night meeting is:
zoned-R4 to just South of the Loch -
Lomond - 16th Street intersection.
14/filler's request asked that the R4 be
extended another 187 feet.
One lady attending the session
Tuesday evening told commission
- members Mist- residents in the area,.
including a number of senior citizens
had bought Protiert) on the street unt --
derstanding it would remain strictly
residential.
Murray Planning Commission
Chairman W. A. Franklin suggested a
compromise-only rezoning one half of
what Miller originally asked for,
leaving a "buffer" lot still zoned R2
facing 16th.
Most interested person attending the
meeting agreed with Franklin's
compromise and the rezoning passed.
Howard Koenen, a city councilman
sitting on „the board, voted mak* :the
measure. Another member, Mrs.
William Jackson, abstained.
Commission members conducted a
public hearing Tuesday on a request \
from Jimmy Rickman and Roy Nor-





-A request to teach junior high band A Route 8, Murray, man is in
concert clinics at another scheol. May satisfactbry conditiOn at Marray:',
-28-June 2 from Buddy Light, assistant Calloway Coun-ty Hospital after
band director at Murray High; spending almost 30 minutes Tuesday.
-An attendance policy and work- evening pinned underneath his four-
study program evaluation from Murray wheel drive vehicle on Old Benton
High principal Roy Weatherly; - Road.
report from the calendar cons. The man, 20-yearkild 'William Bur-
inittee regarding days missed due to shears, sustained -contusions and
inclement weather; complained of back *ins, according to
--A curriculum director'a-reporthospital spokesman.-- •
-And a working budget amendment ,-Burshears was 'involved in --an ac-
for 1977-78, plus personnel recom- "cident on a stretch of the ice-slick road
mendations. near the radio -'signal tower, The ac-
cident occured prior to 7 p.m. Tuesday
night.
Murray Police had no clear ex-
planation for the accident early today/
pending_ receipt of the official report.
But, a witness at thescene Tuesday --
night said it appeared Burshears lost
control of the vehicle„ causing it to
overturn on the road. Another car
traveling the road collided with the
vehicle, the witness said.
Burshears landed in a ditch, un-
derneath the vehicle, which was sitting
upright.
Murray Police, members of Calloway
County Rescue Squad, Murray Fire
Department, Mercy Ambulance Ser-
vice and Calloway County Sheriff's
Department rushed to the scene.
Burshears was conscious all the while
he was under the vehicle. OfficiaLs
summoned a wrecker to the scene,
which eased the vehicle off the man. He
was then taken to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Police officials had not yet identified
the driver of the other car indirectly
involved in the wreck early today.
Two Sections-20 Pages
Murray Mayor Melvin Healey says state and federal
laws can be costly to cities. Mayor Henley explains his
views today in his "Sitting In The Mayor's Office"
column. See Page 5-A.-
partly cloudy
Becoming partly cloudy tonight
with chance for some light snow
after midnight, ending Thursday.
Low tonight in low and mid 20s.
High Thursday from upper 30s to
lew 40s.
Fair Friday and Sunday and
chance of snowshowers on Sat-
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Cast For Dinner-Theatre Production Is Announced
By Kathy and John Pasco
Richard Valentine, - producer-
director, has announced Cast members
and the production crew for the first
anniversary production of the Murray-
Calloway County Community Theate.
The dinner-theatre show, "You Ain't
Seen Nothin' Yet," will be presented
March 2, 3, and 4 at the Holiday Inn,
Murray. Dinner will be served at 7 p.m.
and be followed by the Vaudeville show
The cast includes' Liter-Jr-Bartlett as
"Top Banana," Bill Phillips as "Second
Banana,' --and -Rich Simon,- Lerstul
Hazel, Barbara Blivm, Susan Teague,
Linda Begley and Frances Beard. Bill
Crittenden is the company manager
and Trina Nicks will do the
choreography for the dance numbers.
Wacy Hrrington, who is costuming
the show, said, "There will be ap-
proximately fourty-five costume
changes. We are attempting to create
authentic outfits from the Vaudeville
era of the 1920's and 1930's." Costumes
will be adapted from the company's
wardrobe stock when poSsible-irid
some will be, made by the Staff.
-An yrate who-wishes-Mr:deflate de iLINTI
anything from that period may contact
the Community theatre or the Public
Library," suggested Gerry Reed,
production coordinator.
"You Ain't Seeti Nothin' Yet" was
compiled by director Valentine from
copies of old' Vaudeville scripts,
playbills and sketches of such
Vaudeville stars as Mae West, Abbott
and Costello, The Marx Brothers and
others. The two act performance will
open With-a Music@ number writ%n tor
the anniversary production .by Joe
tackson, Nfusirat Dtrertar7ft-ts-tItted—
...61•*•18161016^
'You Ain't Seen Nothin' Yet" and will
relate in song the one year history of the
Community Theatre. The second at
will close with another musical ex-
travaganza style number. In between,
there will be ,a cross section of
Vaudeville sketches such as "Meet Me
•Round the Corner," "The Westphall
Murder Case,- 'The School Room,"
"The Doctor Will See You Now," a
"Parody of Scenes from Shakespeare,"
and other jokes and reqines, of the
baggy-pants comic era. • .
. Reservations may be made by callinf
the theatre box -office pt 759-T752.
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Baby Girl Batsel ( Mother
Barbara, 104 S. 14 Murray,
Baby Girl Gibson( Mother
Donna), Bx. Raze!, Baby Girl
Dutton (Mother Denise), Rt. 1
Box 140-B Stewart. Tn.. Baby'
Girl Ladd ( Mother Glenda ),
Rt. 2 Hazel. 4
- DISMISSALS
a
Julien C. Jordon, •Rt. - 1
Farmington, James L. Scott,
Rt. 8 Bx. 8 Murray, Mrs. Joy
L. Parker, 504 Memorial
Paris, Tn., Mil. Cynthia A
Camp and Baby Girl 703
Payne Murray, Mrs. Iris T.
Gardner, 1IA Washington Ct.
Paris, In:, Kevin Manker,
CollegerFarnv riblians.. '
Mrs. Molene P. Burkeen, Rt. 6
Murray, Mrs, Lorene Foster,
402 N. 2 Murray, Mrs. Johnnie
Gammons, 500_ N. _Cherry
Murray, Mrs. Juanita L.
Pritchett, Rt. I Dexter, Billy
Joe Parrish, Rt. 3 Murray,
Mrs. Carol L. Snow„ Rt. 3,
Puryear, Tn., Miss Faye L.
Garland, Bx. 406 Hazel, t John
G. Taylor, Rt 1 Hardin, Mrs.
Thelma Byars, Bx 212
Puryear, Th., .Joe, Pat
Thornton, Rt. 2 Bx. 340 A
Murray, T. Wade Crawford,
1107 Olive Murray, Miss Anna
F. Smith, 1312 Olive Murray.
Cheryl Ann Wilson Is
Married To Mr. Newsom,
Scarves
Miss Cheryl Ann Wilson and
Andy Newsom were married
Friday, Jan. 20 at the Goshen
United Methodist Church: The
bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James Morgan
Wilson of Route Seven,
Mayfield, and the groom is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Elwood
Newsom of Route Five,
Mayfield. ,
The double' ring candlelight
ceremony was performed by
the Rev. W. W. Hill. A
program of organ music was
presented by Mrs. Jill Buggs
of Symsonia.
The vows were exchanged
at the altar with an arched
candelabrum which was
flanked by -Spiral tree can-
delabra with greenery 'and
Bride's Dress
,Ithe bride was escirted by
her father and given in
marriage by her parents. She
wore a tradifonal floor length
gown of white silk organza.
Chantilly lace adorned the
wedding ring neck and en-
circled-the circular skirVat the .
hemline.. The sleeves of
Renaissance style ended in
cuffs of matching chantilly
lace. Draped from the back'
was a flowing train edged in
chantilly lace. • 
Her veil of silk illusion was a -
cathedral length trimmed in
Bag & Beads
Dixieland Center 753-7598
Mr. And Mrs. Ands .N.eu•som
-
matching lace which was
suspended from a camelot
headpiece accented with tiny
seed pearls and bridal rib-
-bons.
She carried a bouquet of silk
carnations mixed with pink,
ue an a hice— silk. roses
accented with draping pink
.and blue ribbons tied in love
knots.
Mrs. Debbie Newsome, a
friend of the bride, was the
matron of honor. She wore a
floor length gown of pink
satin. A pink silk rose was
worn as the headpiece.
Miss Cathy Lynn Wilson and
Miss Donna Carol Wilson,
sisters of the bride, and Miss
Sondra Newsom, neice of the
groom served as bridesmaids.
They wore floor length gowns
of blue satin, with silk roses





It's back by popular demand! -
You enjoyed it so much last year, we've brought-it
back—Jerry's Super Shrimp Sale.
For fust $2.85, you get a giant helping of 21 golden-fried
shrimp, a hearty serving of french fries, a dish of our
savory cole slaw, and hot dinner roll and butter.
So come on in for lunch or dinner. Enjoy the $2.85
Super Shrimp Sale, at Jerry's.
Jelatis
RESTAURANTS









J. N. Williams ,Chapter of
united 
•Coafederacy has cancelled its
meeting for this month and
will meet March' 15 at the
home of Mrs. Fred Gingles.
Second night of film "How
Should We Then Live?" will be
• at the Student Center
''••• auditorium, Murray State, at
seven p.m. No admission.
of the matron of honor and
bridesmaids were fashioned
and designed by the bride's
mother and Mrs. Geraldine
Newsom.
The mother of the bride
chose to- wear a powder blue-
floor length gcivni designed
with a.cape Wyle neckline and
sleeves that enhanced the
bodice. Her jewelry was a
single string of pearls.
Mrs. Sylvia Dooreso,
grandmother of the bride,
wore a floor length gown of
royal blue accented with sheer
sleeves. The bodice and
waistline was designed with
cording.
The mother of the groom
wore a peach two piece floor
length gown tailored with a
fan pleated skirt.
Each wore a corsage of silk
carnations and roses accented
with ribbons.
Attending the groom as best
man was Howard Newsome,
Bob Newsom, Jerry
Crawford, and David Newsom
Attending the groom as best
man was Howard Newsome.
Bob Newsom,_ _Jerry
,Crawford, and David Newsom
were groomsmen for the
occasion. Craig Suiter and
Kim Reeves served as the
ushers.
Reception •
The register table was place
in the reception hall and was
kept by Teena Mullins.
The reception was held
following the ceremony at the
church with Patty Robinson,
Karen Birdsong, Connie
Travis, Sondra Pigg, Cindy
Gregory, and Glenda Thweatt
serving the punch and three
tiered pink and blue wedding
cake with a minature bride
and groom statuette placed on
the top tier. The cake was
created and decorated by Mrs.
Polly Lamb and daughter,
Renita.
After a short wedding trip
the couple now resides on
Route Five, Mayfield. Mr.
Newsom is employed by
Greenfield Bros. Tire Store in
Benton. The new Mrs.
Newsom is presently a senior
at Farmington High School.
Rehearsal Dinner
The parents of the groom,
Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Newsom
were host for a rehearsal
dinner held at the Goshen
United Methodist Church.
A camel has three eyelids
World Book Encylopedia re
port., TWO outer lids, with
long, curly lashes which keep
sand from blowing into the
animal's eyes, and a thin
- -inner Oitd *which • hIrnks to
Thursday; February 23
Wranglers Riding Club will
Meet at Calloway County
Court House at seven p.m.
Murray Magazine Club will
have its annual luncheon at
the Murray Woman's Club
House.
Ganuna_ganuna Chapter of
Beta Signia.Phi will ipaet-at
the home of Brenda Jones at. •seven p.m.
Murray Sub-District United
Methodist Youth fellowship
will meet at the Dexter-
Hardin ChiltCh at seven p.m.
Officers will meet at 6:30 p.m.
Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house
with Walt Apperson_to _mak
on "Public Affairs,"
•
Ellis Centel' will be Open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by the Senior
Citizens with sack lunch at
noon and tablegarnescete., at
one p.m.
Thursday, February 23
West Kentucky Corvair Club
will meet at Parsons
Chevrolet, Mayfield, at seven
p.m.
Unprivate Eye
Strange things began to hap-
pen after Marvin, hurt in a bus
accident, put in a claim for
damages. A detective ban eaves-
dropping at his windows, spying
through his hedges, tailgating his
car, and following him into stores.
One day, when Marvin found the
detective waiting as he emerged
from a restroom, he decided it
was the last straw. He filed suit
for "invasion of privacy."
Thursday, Feb. 23
Arts and -Crafts Display and
imagilatioq&u5ailiemPail3-4
-the Calloway County
Homemakers  clubs has been or
cariceffed. •
Shakespeare's • "Twelfth
Night" will-be presented at the
Murray University Theatre at
eight p.m. Admission is $2.50.
Recital by David W. Ezell,
tenor, Hopkinsville will be at
Farrell Recital Hall, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State, at 8:15 p.m.
Friday, February 24
Murray Chapter of National
Association of Retired
Federal Employees will meet
at 9:30 a.m. at the Woodmen
building with County Judge
Robert 0, Miller as speaker.
4,! .sPrOat
Ilnion "How Should We Then
Live?" will be shown at .the
Student Center Auditorium,
Murray State, at seven p.m.
No admission.
•- Homecoming will be held at
Calloway County High School
with the class of 1974 to be
' special guests. Dance wfll
follow at 10:30 p.m. with





the Church Women United
ganization was held Feb. 17
at 10:00 a. m. in the Chapel of






president, announced that the
World Day of Prayer will be
celebrated on March, 3, at the
Pirst Presbyterian Church in
Murray with coffee at 9:30 a.
m. and the program at 10:00 a.
m.
The program chairman is
Alfred Linde. d thç 
guest speaker will be Max
Hurt.
Mrs. Lillain Graves was
appointed publicity chairman,
and Mrs. Frances Whitnall
was appointed to the
nominating committee to
work with Mrs. Alfred Taylor
and Mrs. W. Edd Glover.
The By-Laws Committee of
Mrs. Terry Mullins, Mrs.
Lucille Potts, and Mrs.
Maggie Woods was appointed.
Other celebrations of this
organization will be May
Fellowship and World Com-
munity Day in November.
tonite's movies












The East Calloway INErEl
Elementary School--Parent-
Teacher Club voted at its 641n. Central Ctr
meeting on Tuesday, Feb. 14,
to have shelves installed at, the
schools.
Club officials said, these
shelves will be installed in
every teacher's working area
of the school.
Plans were made for a chili
supper and country music
show to be held at the school
on Friday, March 17. The 
_supper will be served from six ....soil
• ••music show to be held at 7:30
p. m.
World Day Of Prayer
Program Is March: 3
711112.3/9_:_
Cios
641 N. Central Ctr
Tbru 3/2
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In court, the detective argued
that he could go wherever he
pleased in public places. But the
court disagreed and ordered him to
pay damages. The court pointed
out that such intensive shad-
owing, done so openly, could
"subject (Marvin) to public dis-
repute."
It is not unusual, when an
injured person claims damages,
for the defense to hire a detective
to do some checking. But as this
case illustrates, excessive zeal
may be held unlawful.
On the other hand, detective
work performed in a reasonable
manner is perfectly all right.
In another case, a detective did
his work so discreetly that the
claimant did not realize until the
trial that he had been watched.
Here, when the man complained
about invasion of his privacy, the
coureturned him down. '
"Owing to the social utility of
exposing fraudulent claims and
fictitious injuries," said the court,
"an unobtrusive investigation
does.not constitute an invasion of
privacy."
Another detective, trailing a
woman by car, did his best to re-
main unnoticed. Nevertheless, the
woman finally discovered that
she was being follow-ed. Did this
mean her privacy had been invad-
ed?
A court said no, because of the
detective's good intentions. He
had followed her, said the court,
not for ,any purpose of intimIda-,
tion but as a "reasonable means
of securing evidence."
A public service feature of tbe
American Bar Association and
the Kentucky Bar Association.
Leftoser Magic
I.eftover meats can be
croond, cubed, cut in julienne
strips or sliced and used "in
quite a variety of appetite-
appealing dishes! Home
economists at the. National
live Stock and Meat Board
vuggest—using leftover Meat
for sandwiches, hot or cold:
.mcat pies. salads.add a nutn-



















Sun. thru Thur. 7:30 P.M.
Effective Wed. Feb. 22
For Duration Of Energy Crisis
west kentuck
Sunday. 26 JettfurttY 1978 /
West 'Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center (free bus sir
vice from Hart Hall) / 1 30 p m
/ free admissiort / concert also
will feature the Blood Rae,
Bluegrass Band. square dancing,
lig- dancing, and hog calling /
Srponsored bu Ilse Murray State
University Student Activities*
Board of the Student Govern
ment Association
a ,
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By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Please, in the interest of preserving my
sanity, tell me how to get rjd of a telephone pest.
This woman is a non-stop talker. She can goon for two
hours at a stretch: Once I actually left the line for about
five minutes. and when I came beck she was still talking!
'- Another time I said, -"Excuse me, I've got to go. I just cut
myself and I am bleeding badly," and she said, "But this
will only take a minute and it's interesting." at wasn't.)
She is the biggest bore I know.
Telling her that I am too busy to talk won't work. Please
help me. I don't mind in the least if I lose her friendship.
GOING NUTS.
° DEARGOING:Iteurlast seittenee mikes my suggested
nointion very-simple:- The next tune she phones,- tell her
that:YiniFèiAiókitaytb-Atdt with her, sax gaodh3ne, and
then hang up. Repeat this routine as often as is necessary
until your "friendship" dissolves.
DEAR ABBY: Joe is 53 and I'm 49. We've been married
for 31 years and Joe has always traveled for a living.
I never suspected him of playing around until about six
months ago when I unpacked his suitcase and found some
•hair„(redcfish ) on his bathrobe2(I'm ifbriinette.) He said he
couldn't help it if the motels had poor housekeeping.
The next time he came home, his overcoat reeked with
perfume. He said the-coat must have been hanging next to-
a lady's wrap in some restaurant. I suppose that's possihle...
Yesterd,ay while riding in his car I found a cigarette butt
wit,h lipsaqt on it in the ashtray, ti dot9, smok.) He said
he had no idea how it got there.
He doesn't act any different toward me. He's still the
same sweet loving man, but all this evidence has made me
suspicious.
If he were YOUR husband, what would YOU do?
SUSPICIOUS IN CHICAGO
DEAR SUSPICIOUS:- 141 be the same siweet loving -
woman. I'd also keep my eyes open.
DEAR ABBY: My daughter and I just had an argument
and I want you to settle it. -'
Mary is married to a nice fellow. They have two sgns, 11
and 8. My son-in-law has a poker game at the house once a
week, and he lets the boys watch them play. The boys love
to play cards, too. (They, learned from watching their
father.) _
I--told Mary„I didn't think it was good for the boys to
watch their father gamble, and she got very angry with me
and said she sew notaig wrong with it.
Abby, don't you think this will influence the 'children to
gamble? I say this because whenever the boys come to our
house they want to play cards with my husband and me for
money. We tell them we will play with them-but not for
WhaC do ybu think? _
CONCERNED GRANDMA
DEAR CONCERNED: I agree with you. Children
HEART FUND DRIVE — Irma La Follette, chairman of the Calloway County Heart Fund, is seated on the right at the
card table with Mavis Hurt as they check on literature to be used in the local heart fund drive. Seated right are Sally
Livesay and Effie Vaughn. Standing left to right, are Helen Bennett, Suzanne Keeslat, Ola Outland, Billie Ray, Judy
Stabler, Joe Neil Itayburnjane Barnett, Margaret Taylor, Rowena Stubblefield, Maudena Butterworth, and Barletta
Wrather. The group met at the home of Mrs. La Follette to map (lilt plans for the February heart fund drive. These
women are assisting in the Galloway County and Business and Industry drive, being coordinated-by the Home-
Department of the Murray Woman's Club, Betty Boston, chairman. Members of the Alpha Omicron Phi social ---
sorority at Murray State University; Martha Mdanney, chairman, conducted the ,d_Ror to door heart fund thlve in
Murray on Feb. 19. Due, to the harsh weather conditions, Mrs. La Follette said some of the homes and businesses_
may not be contacted and any business or person desiring to make a contribution to Heart Fund Drive may mail
them to Mrs. La Foliew, 808 North 20th Street, Murray, or to Mrs. Ann Barrow, Treasurer tot the Heart Fund Drive,
do Bank of Murray, Murray, Ky.
_Several delightful come_
tesies have been extended to
Min Maid& /din 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Tipton Miller of Murray, who
will be married March 4 to
Van Dusen Haverstock, son of
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Haverstock
of Mansfield, Ohio. -
Mrs. C. C. Lowry's home in
Gatesborough Estates was the
scene-of a morning party held
on Wednesday, Feb. 8. She
wasossisted in the hostesses'
duties by Mesdames Phil
Mitchell, Chad Stewart, Allen
Russell, W. L. Polly, Vernon
Cohoon, and James Lassiter.
From her trousseau the
bride-elect chose to wear a
the wits and exercises one s ma emetics"' at;iiity. 1Rif velvet- suit- wi1 a pa e pint
you're expressed your views-now cool it, Granny silk shirt with a french bow.
...Refreshment& rif,..Sangri&
punch, coffee, and pastries
-wIre„serverL froLn  WeRft_
trays at a table covered with
an Indian print cloth and
centered with an arrangement
of mums. Bouquetrof mums
PADUCAH PATIENT
Harry Douglas Allison of
Murray has been a patient at
Lourdes - Hospital; Paducah.
Were used t Klinlege points
throughout the house.
_Mrs. S.-E. Spiceland, Mrs. 
Roy Starks, Mrs. Henry
Hargis, Mrs. Joe Outland, and
Miss Gina Starks entertained
in Miss Miller's honor-wit/re
HOSPITAL *PATIENT HOSPITAL PATIENT
Joseph A. Wilkerson of Recently dismissed from
ital P ucah,
Hostrital, was Mrs: -David Thomason of
Murray.
breakfast at the Holiday Inn
on Thursday, Feb. 9.
For the event the honoree
chose to wear a 'kit Mohair -
two piece suit in aquarmarine.
Bright yellow and green
place mats with spring
bouquet napkins were used on
the tablecentered-with-floral
arrangements of bright yellow
-flower pots filled with white




During the weekend of Feb.
10 and 11 Miss Miller was
• honored at Mansfield, Ohio,
with a dinner at the Westbrook
Country Club on Friday






FOR THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 23, IFIS
What kind of day will SAGITTARIUS* a j44 
tomorrow be! To find out-whit (Nov. 7f3 to Dec. 21) '‘t1r -
itiven for your birth Sign.
ARLES
"(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Flexibility MUST be day's
keynote. An unpredictable day
when you'll HAVE to shelve
some of your pet plans and
projects.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) tiCti7
Extra responsibilities in-
dicated. Tackle regular duties
first, then take on what you can
- within reason. Don't over
crowd your schedule
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Organizational work,
relations with the public,
special events, unique projects
highly favored. Get in there -
and win!
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) PO
Day offers incentive for
forging ahead. You'll have-ot
least one opportunity to cash in
through the influence of an old
business contact.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) nottY4.
Note Cancer. Your outlook
similar. Someone of influence
could pulls few strings for you
If approached in the early af-
ternoon.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept 23) 4)
A good day for business and
financial matters. A mid-
morning meeting could produce
some especially useful- in-
formation.
LIBRA
11-i(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) r--
Watch your budget. There are
some who are enthusiastic
about spending YOUR money.
Pay no attention.- Yen know
your financial limitations.
SCORPIO
(Ott. M to Nenr.-2:4-nt4i':
A day when your innate
aggressiveness will pay off.
Energy .and drive will finally
bring you some long-awaited
otIrnhsin -- now A superior's '
enthusiasm. for your efforts not '
only pays off, but further spurs
your ambition and incentive.
CAPRICORN
"(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) la
Don't mix business with
pleasure now and don't press
issues. For the time being, it
will be better to let things take
their course.
AQUARIUS A
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 7-'"
A good day for planning long-
range projects. Planets, in ,N
auspicious position, promise
advancement if you are- your
innately resoureefW and am-
bitious self.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Strike a good balance in all
things; _distinguish carefully _
between- what's substantial and
-whatlievntere '41itter."!--The
latter could prove -disap-
pointing.
YOU BORN TODAY are
extremely versatile and a
humanitarian at heart._ Your _
goals are usually lofty ones and
Your willingness to work un-
ceasingly to attain them gives
you terrific potenUal for sue,
cum in any line you choose as a
career.- The Mesita& side of
your nature may lead .you into ,
educational or sociological
fields, where you could make
enormoue_rontributiona to. the
young, the aged, the ill or the
underprivileged. But there are
many other fields in which you
could excel - especially in
painting, writing, designing or
any occupation involving work
- outdoors- or at sea. A born
psychologist, you have an *
almost built-in knowledge of the
human race, and you get along
with people on any level of
society. Birthdate of: William
A. Shirer, author, journalist;
George Handel, composer;
Peter Fonda, actor.
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Revised Home Rule Measure
Reported Favorably Tuesday
FRANKFORT, Ky._ iAP) —
A House committee hopes it
can meet the state Supreme
Court's guidelines for giving
power to county fiscal cowls
_ while_ ,providing the
counties with the flexibility
thy need to meet local
problems.
Although theiSupreme Court
ruled last year that the Home
Rule Act wastoo- broad in
scope, a revised Home Rule
bill reported favorably
Tuesday by the Counties and
Special Districts Committee
still defines the powers of
county fiscal courts in brooder
terms than existing law.
The bill was drafted by the
County Statute Revision
Commission following— 'the
ttipreme Court's finat -ruling





FRANKFORT,. Ky. ( AP) —
Sen. Woodrow Stamper, D-
WeSt -Liberty, has intebduced
a measure in the- state
'Legislature that would strip
the the state of the power to
tax coal in the ground.
The General Assembly gave
such poweaathe state in 1976.
Counties formerly had the
power to tax coal reserves.
"This places the power to
-tar -coal reserves- back-in -the -
hands of the county officials
and takes it away from the
slate which, already has the
t-xclusive right to the
severance tax," Stamper said
Tuesday.
Stamper said it would cost
the state more-th collect the
tax than the • tax would
goileatem revenue. -
The measure has the sup-
port of the Carroll ad-
ministration, Stamper added.
De_rember _ _
Alan Spader, staff member
of the revision commission,
said he feels the new bill
meets the criteria of the
Su,preme Court ruling while
still retaining the flexibility of
the original law, passed by the
1972 General Assembly. That
law said fiscal courts had all
powers not specifically denied
them by state- law --or the
constitution.
The bill outlines nuinerOus'
functional areas in which
county fiscal courts can adopt
ordinances and , regulations,
levy taxes, issue bonds and
employ personnel.
The bill repeals numerous
existing state laws making
spielfic grants of power in
individual-areas.
The Supreme Court held the
Legislature cannot make
broad grants of powers to •
counties but can make specific
grants, likening it to a shotgun
blast compared to a rifle shot.
The ,measure also sets up
procedures for thl adoption of
ordinances, including
requiring that they be
Committee Okays
Info Exemption
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP )
. The, li_okse_JiLdiciary:Co_tirts
Committee has approved a hill
to exempt the Court of Justice
from furnishing information
about -CriritinalS to the
Departmeht of Justice.
-Senate Bill 64, -bven.,Gred by
Sen. Richard Weisenberger,
D-Mayfield, and approved
Tuesday; doss not prohil4t_the..
Justice -Department__ _from
obtaining information _ from
the court by special
arrangement.
Some Lawmakers Unhappy
With Speed Of PSC Bill
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
An administration proposalto
replace the state Public
Service Commission with two
separate commissions, one of
which would be full time,
apparently faces easy sled-
ding through the House of
Representatives.
However, some legislators
are not happy with the speed
and manner in which the bill is
being pushed.
The bill was introduced-only
last week after Gov. Julian
Carroll revealed the proposal
at a news conference, and was
reported out favorably
Tuesday by the House Public
Today's Schedule
In Frankfort
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) -
The joint Approprtions and
-Revenue hearings-today will
deal with the judiciary and
local court facilities.
The hearing is at 9:30 a.m.





Room C, 8 a.m.













Room 316, 10 a.m. -
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voted against the bill and
unsuccessfully attempted to
have it tabled.
"I guess you could call it my
form of protest," Deskins said
after the meeting.
Deskins said he supported
the idea behind the bill, but
didn't like the administration
forcing its ideas on the
.Legislature and ramrodding
them through.
Deskins' motion to table the
bill did receive a second and
supporting vote from Rep.
Sam Thomas, 13-Lebanon.
Thomas, who voted to report
the bill from committee, said
he supported theidea of a full-
time PSC for all areas, but
conceded the bill was the best
that would come -from this
legislative session. -
The bill would replace the
existing five-member PSC,
which regulates the rates and
services of all utilities in the




would serve full time, would
regulate an utilities relating to




time members who would
regulate other utilities such as
phone companies, water and
sewer companies.
The committee voted
strongly against a Senate-
passed bill which would ex-
pand those persOns eligible for
handicapped license plates.
Committee members
agreed .with O.B. Arnold,
-eartunis,sioner of the Bureau of
Motor Vehicle Regulation,
that the extension threatened
to diffuse the plates until they
became meaningless. _
The special red and blue
, plates provide special parking
privileges for the han-
dicapped, allowing them to
park close to buildings and
exempting them from time
limits on parking.
The bill would have allowed
persons with limited use of
their arms of legs *or any of-
ficer of an organization
representing- handicappait-
persons to obtain such plates
at a one time fee of $25. • -
publigh&l.___Lani._ _given two
readings before they Can'be
, passed, and sets up an orderly
record keeping- procedure for
county courts.
The committee debated
longeit on a proposal to
eliminate a section of the bill
which would change from




'While -cotuitres are now
under a dictate from the_t1S.
Supreme Court to provide
such separate facilities,
committee members said they
wanted counties to be in a
position to make a choice if the
court ever changes its mind.
Howeirer, Rep. Bill Wein-
berg D-Hindman, said he
--agreed with The. idea but
thought the section en-
dangered the bill because it is
not germane to home rule.
The committee easily
rejected Weinberg' s Move-to---
delete the section, which
would leave existing law as it
is.
- The -committee removed
-two provisions—from the
repealer section to continue
- the Sunday closing law and the
- --allowing. county . judge-
executives to dppoint county
police chiefs.
Bill Would Exclude
Age And Sex From
Insurance Classes
FRANKFORT. Ky. ( AP) -
The House -Banking-
Insurance Committee has
approved a measure to
prohibit-automobile ingeraffee
risk classifications_based On
age and sex. if -the insured has
a good driving record.
_ The bill, pproved Tuesday,
is aimed at reducing the cost
of insurance for teenagers
who have perfect- driving
records, said Rep. James
Bruce, D-Hopkinsville, the
committee chairman.
The youth must have a clean
driving record for two years
before the reduced premium




FRANKFORT, Ky: AP ) —
A bill to prohibit the transfer
of alcoholic beverage licenses
by establishments under in-
vestigation by the state
Aliuliullc Bevera-ge Control




Tuesday approved House Bill
268, sponsored by Rep. Terry
Mann, D-Newport, the
chairman of the committee.
The measure also would set
zoning -procedures regarding




FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
A bill to require licensing for
paramedics and emergency
medical technicians has been
adopted tv a Senate
committee. -
Randy Herron, a coor-
dinator of the Department for
Human Resources' EMT
program, criticized a com-
mittee substitute for the bill
because of its requirements
for . separate licensing and
certification.
The substitute was adopted
Tuesday by the Business
Organizations and Professions
Committee for House Bill 101,











In Frankfort . . . Briefly
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) • — Here is a _brief look at
legislative action Tuesday in the Kentucky General
-Assonde/y4.----
-The Rouse _
—Passed a bill to rescind Kentucky's mandatory Motor-
cycle helmet law. Gov: Julian Carroll is oppOsed to the
measure and haat twg tedly thi eatei ied to veto themeasure.
-Tabled an omnibus special districts bill after it became
evident that several special districts would be excluded from
the measure.
—Approved a bill to remove the 40-year-old state law
banning rebates to farmers for selling tobacco at a particular
warehouse.
—Defeated a bill requiring coordination of benefits from
group health insurance policies. -bill Was aniended toalso
require coordination of premiums. _
—Approved a till to direct the "Council on Higlier,Education
a develop a program to insure an equitable geographical
distribution of students at the state's professional schools.
—Passed a measure to remove the state sales tax from
school textbooks.
The Senate:
—Narrowly passed a bill to allow Kentuckians to make up
to 200 gallons of wine at home each year. Therneasure was-
amended to allow such home wine :Snaking only in caret
counties. 
_
—Adopted a- bill-backed- by Gov. Carroll to-require local
school boards to adopt written policies of student behavior.
—Delayed a vote en a bill- to increase fees and -mileage
allowance to county sheriffs.
COmniittet'action Tuesday Ili-eluded a favorable vote in a
-Roiise panel on an adiniiiistratiOri bilIt&split the state Publie
Service Commission into two separate bodies, one of them
full-time, and a cleanedup Home Rule Act aimed at meeting
the objections of the state Supreme Court when it struck
down the 1972 law List year.-
-Rep. Pete W-orthington13-Ewing, told the House he planaP
to introduce legislation related to the disposal of nuclear
waste, including requiring legislative approval before any
future sites suchas-Masey Flats-could be-opened-
Home Winemakers Could Make
200 Gallons Under Senate Bill -
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) 77
Some Kentuckians would be
able to mike up to 200 gallons
of wine-at--home each year
under legislation approved by
the state Senate.
Senate Bill 236 barely
squeezed through the upper
chamber Tuesday by a vote of
18-16 after it was amended to
allow home winemaking only
in wet rowdies.
The sponsor, Sen. David
Karem, 13-Louisville, said it
would bring Kentucky into
compliance with federal law.




illeasure as a consumer bill,
drawing laughter from Senate
members. The measure wa
recommended by the Ken-
tucky Consumer Advisory
Council.
"I wouldn't say that means
the gentleman on the firat
floor (Gov. Julian Carroll) is
in favor of this," Karem ad-
ded. -
. That prompted Sen. Doug
Moseley, R-Columbia, to note
that the first governor of
Kentucky, a Baptist minister,
had a still in his basement. U.
GOIC Thelma who
lives in the larmcr governor's
mansion, said she hadn't been
able to find it. -
Sen. Clyde Middleton,
Covington, calculated that the
bill would allow a family to
consume about four gallons of
homemade wine a week.
Karem said most people
probably would only
manufacture 10 to 20 gallons a
year. The measure prohibits
the sale --or transfer- of
- rnhoeinade wine.
The Senate delayed until
Thursday a vote on a bill to
increase fees and mileage
allowances for county
sheriffs. Senate Majority
Leader Tom Garrett, D-
Paducah, asked-for the delay
to allow. members to introduce
amendments after a motion
by Ben: Waiter"- Baker, R-
Glasgow, to 'recommit the bill
failed.
The sponsor of Senate Bill
163, Sen. Richard Weisen-
berger, D-Mayfield, said
sheriffs' fees are "outdated
end archaic:" He said the
measure has the support of the
Kentucky_ Sheriffs
Association.
However, Baker said that
- while-sheriffs' fees -should be
increased, -the proposed
amount was too great. His
recommendation that the bill
be-- - -recommitted to the
Judiciary-Courts Committee,
where another measure to
allow fee increases is under
consideration, failed.
The Senate gave unanimous
approval to a bW designed to
strengthen the ability of
teachers and administrators
to deal with student disciple
problems. Senate Bill -28
requires local school boards to
adopt written - policies of
student conduct.
Also unanimously approved
was House 'Bill 69, which
would allow police to issue
citations instead of making
arrests for certain crimes,
and would allowindivicluals to
prepay the minimum fine for
the ' offense without a court
appearance.
The Senate approvedSenate
Bill 252-which would prohibit •
involvement in various
criminal activities - by_
organized crime syndicates.
The sponsor, Sen. Donald
Johnson, 13-Fort Thomas, said
the measure is patterneclafter
federal law and would make It
easier to prosecute persons.-
- involved in organized crime.
I %
cash rebate
on your shopping bill*
That's right! You can receive a 10% rebate on a cartful
of groceries—get back .as..much as $3.50—by buying an
assortment of these great products: Crisco Oil, Duncan
Hines Cake Mix. Duncan Hines Moist & Easy, Jif, Duncan
Hines Brownie Mix, or Pringle's. Simply buy enough of these
products to-accumulate 36 points (see point chart on c6rtit-
icate below). Then send us your cash register tape with the
prices of the participating brands circled, along with proofs
of purchase and the required certificate. We'll mail-you a
check for 10% of your bill!
Be sure to loek for the ':10% cash rebate" display in a
participating store. Limit one rebate per name or address.
Hurry, offer expires March 26.  1978, Rbmember, the more
groceries you buy, the more money you get back (up to $3.50).
Maximum rebate $3.50. Sorry, no rebate on alcoholic beverages, poultry products, tobacco, milk or dairy products.
r- ------ ---- - ----------------- ------ -------------- - • --,
‘l
Otter -Good From January 3 1978 TO Martch26 1978
BUY Prpdtittslotalinig at least 36 points from the followine
POINTS POINTS
Crisco Oil 48 oz 
. 
1,2 Duncan Hines Brownie Mix -.Family Size- 8
• Duncan Hines Cake Mix --any flavor ": 4 Pringle 's Original or Extra -- twin' pack -- 6
Duncan Hines Moist 8 Easy -any flavor = 4
lit 18 01 = 6
MAC Net weight or II., I-1,(uttce statements from above Products Purchased olus One rash register tape wrth the pr,ces ol the
participating brands circled and Th repotted cearbCate to address.betow
RECEIVE - a.107:rebate on yOur-w•Xe•y b.0 estiaP93ledhoT irr-it. blie011a- Poultry DtbduCtS„bbaCCO, milk 4:4-.4aif4 iatOduCts
MAXIMUM REBATE $3 bu 
.
Amount ol purchase qualoy(ng 'or rebate (cash registet tape total MINUS alcoholic beverages. Poult•y products tobacco milk or
dairy products) Numpe, of Dointirenchosed i must be at least 3Ert Please send my 10% rebate by Mali to
NAME ,
• r O• • 13,0Pe, y•,,, r1,1, ,,,,016.,p
ADDRESS.
CITY
'API A CODE TELE PHONE NO
nIn•rnat.or..5 •00701
STATE ZIP CODE
Mall to SilaPPINC.OAY REBATE PO BOX PG 57e. El. PASO, TEXAS 79977
Cash redemption value of this certil *ate is HIV 14— it
-r . • art •
10% CASH REBATE OFFER KEEP THIS PORTION OF CERTIFICATE FOR YOUR RECORDS I .
t sefrt net weight or tturtfounce statements 'totaling at teas! 36
ooints plus one cash register tape tor toe leel Cash Rebatcon
date, My rebate-wit! S
Pleasea How 4 6 weeks for delivery
HEtrUSHE LP you'. . • t•
Checking careful handling. and On time shipment of consumer)
requests have always been our policy but sometimes things Oa
go wrong It something should go wrong with yourktrectuest I
remember we want to please yob,a.rij will make every effort to ,
do so Just let us knciw informatio you can help us im
PrOveour servrce
Write" cruestiorrs or  runterntrirtFfs sreP lo Cb-F7-
sumer Services Shopping Day Rebate PO Box 44 Cincinnati 1
Oh6 45299 Please give us /Our Phone number in case we need
lo tall you
1 Otter good only in USA
2 THIS CERTIFICATE MAY NOT BE ME CHANICAI lY PERK/ ,
DUCED AND MUST ACCOMPANY YOUR REBATE 1
REQUEST
•3 You may send only ONE cash register tape w rth prices of par
tic (Dating brands circled




tewirts may notbe assigned or transferred
1
6 Otter go6d from January 3 197810 March 26 1978
7 Otter not valid on purchase, a aleiihac be'veiages 'OOuTtti I •
...products tobacco milk or dairy products
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Opinion rage
Silting In 'lite Mayor's Office
State And Fe,c1T-al
Laws Costly To Cities
By MELVIN. HENLEY '
Mayor, City of Murray
After attending the Area Develop-
ment District Legislative Conference
last week, I came away with the
distinct impression that our state
legislature remains preoccupied with
causing Kentucky's cities to spend
-More money without- providing any
means of raising the necessary funds:
Part of the legislation which will cause
cities mbre *exPerise is mandated by
federal laws, requiring the states to-
conform, neither the federal nor the
sta te_legiSlative• bodies seem concerned
about where the money is to come
from to pay for the items required.
The -latest added expense Will come in
the form of an unemployment corn-
pensation tax With cities" and counties
will be required to pay. With no ad-
ditioffar revenue, this simply means
services in some areas must be cut to
come up. with the money toy the state
for the bill we will keceive. Hell-in the
form of legislation allowing cities to
levy a sales tax to be collected by the
State and rebated to the city had been
introduced. However, this bill has been
withdrawn, leaving the only source of
additIdtila revenile 'for' Ma- and -
passage of a payroll or income tax,
which is highly unpopular in Murray.
Our CItygoverrwiterit Wouldlikeloitt
least have an option to consider if we
are faced with the problem of raising*
additional money in the future; and if
the state and federal governments keep
increasing our expenses as they have in
the past few years, we will certainly be
faced with increasing taxation.- or
decreasing seryices. If the state or
federal governments would leave us
alone and stop adding these extra ex-
penses to our Operation, we coulc . get
along just fine. However, given their
past performance this does not seem
likely.
Each time the state legislature
meets, shudders run through your local
• government; because we- all know the
odds -are that we will be laced with
extra expense for some service _because
- -of some mandating legislation at the
state- level. Loftl people should- get
involved at both the state and federal
leveland-ask their-legislators to--work
avidly to prevent- this . Continued
meddling in local affairs. Nine times
out-of-ten the meddling causes added
expense without any increase in
productivity:
Your city will be faced with adding
extra treatment -facilities tor sewage
disposal in the very near future.
Seventy-five percent of the cost will be
borne by a federal grant, but twenty-
- five percent must be raised at the local
level. This mean an increase in your
sewer bill, and this increase wg,1 be
forthcoming very shortly.
Your city government will have no
chbieeinthe Matter as we are reilith•ed
to meet the Environmental Protection
Agency requirements. However,„ your
City Councilmen Will get the
"cussings" that will be handed out- for
increasing your rates while the federal
boys bask in the sunshine of cleaning up
the rivers.
I guess no one promised us a rose
garden, but sometimes it gets a little'
irritating to be the fall guy for the boys
up front.
Consumer Comment
60St-i,lriAt FOR file RAlet
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HEARTLINElkk Service-for-sealer-- 1-am-fiet-kkowial my social
citizens. Its purpose is to answer security as yet, but I plan to start next
questions and solve problems- I-alas,. N Year Ion my husband's social security
ansyouwheredave al:re:et orcoalumnsprob,leinwrite_ not irneucoetidlco. Imliapavlobeenshipn lonely andandlawstithfoenwt
HEARTLINE, 114 E. Dayton St., West ,
Alexandria, Ohio 41381, Yea_ will-'
receive a prompt reply, but you mud--
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most usehtl replies- will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I recently wrote you a
letter, but did not enclose a self-
addies-Se•Thl, 'Siaintied -eriVeloper DO YOU
answer these questions? My present
letter_ and ,unestigo_ has _a self-
addressed, stamped envelope. I Will be
awaiting your reply. P.S.
A. Heartlines policy is to answer only
those letters pith a self-addressed,
stamped envelope, However, if a
person wants any of the free literature
from Heartline then we just ask that
,,you send one 13 cents stamp.
HEARTLINE: I am a 59 year old
.ByROBERT F: STEPHENS
-Attorney General ' *or- Wing par' t e.414Y income from My
---job-v-fa-S-42,-401rantrt-tiave interest-of- -
V.,'
Taxpayer Responsible  For Return 
Kentuckians are receiving their
Federal and State Income Tax forms.
Since tax forms grow more com-
plicated each year, many people will
have someone else prepare their tax
-return. However, remember that
regardless of who completes your tax
return, YOU are responsible for the
content of the form and the correct
payment of y_oir taxes. If you decide to
hire someone GO prepare your taxes,
there are some practices of which you
should be aware. -
Check the reputability of tax prac-
titioners before you do business with
them. Ask the practitioner for
references of persons whose work they
had prepared the previous year.
Capitol Ideas
Consult friends and neighbors to see if
they have been satisfied with the
preparer's services. Make sure your
taxes are calculated by someone in
whom you have confidence.
Some tax preparers may ask for part,
of your tax refund as his charge for
filing your tax form for you. For
example, a tax practitioner may
suggest discounting your refund. This is
an arrangement where the consumer
signs a legal document agreeing that
the practitioner will-receive-the income
tax refund and keeps a percentage for
his efforts. While this practice is not
illegal, it does mean that the consumer
is not receiving the total amount due
him.




WASHINGTON ( AP) - Despair not,
winter-ravaged Hawaiians, Congress is
racing to your rescue with money to re-
pair the damage snow and ice has. done
to your highways. The same is true for
icebound Guam and Puerto Rico.
It is all part of the pothole repair bill
that whisked through the House Public
Works Committee last week.
No one has to tell millions of
Americans in the Northeast and
Midwest_ who Jiave had their axles
jolted and their teeth jarred that the
winter has left the nation with a pothole
problem.
Least of all does anyone have to tell
Rep. James HoWard, DN.J., chairman
of the surface transportation sub-
committee of the public works com-
mittee. Howard says he hit the same
pothole in Washington on six con-
secutive days.
So, Howard pushed through a bill that
would make $250 million available to
states to fill potholes.
For those who would not know a
pothole from a pork barrel, it is in-
structive to know that this bill contains
a common provision_that requires that
"no state shall receive ... less than one-
half of 1 percent" of the funds. That
Comes to $1.25 millionminimum to each
state.
Puerto Rico and Guam were given
equal status with the states.
A reporter asked Howard wby Hawaii
needs 41.25 million -to fill potholes.
"Because you've got two senators
from the State of Hawaii," said
Howard, who hopes to get the asphalt„
flowing as 'quickly as posaible.
There is a city named Washington,
D.C., which is often referred to as the
Capital of the United States. Within that
city is a big building with a white dome
which is known as the Capitol.
That building sits on a hill once
known as Jenkins Hill but long since
renamed Capitol Hill.
The target of this lesson in the fine
distinction between capitals and
capitols is the Congresswomen's
Caucus, a group headed by Reps.
Margaret Heckler, R-Mass., and Eliza-
beth Holtzman, D-N.Y.
They sent a letter to Sen. Muriel
Humphrey, D-Minn., to say they were
"pleased to welcome you officially to
Capital Hill."
Another fine distinction might be
drawn between two strong speakers of
the House of Representatives.
One could find much in common
between' Sam Rayburn of Texas and
Thomas' P. O'Neill Jr. of
Massachusetts, two men of uncommon
persuasitreness when dealing with
members of the House.
But hair was not one of their common
traits. The late Speaker Rayburn
sported a shiny, hairless head. O'Neill's
head has a generous crop of white hair.
And so it happened-one evening that
O'Neill pulled into the driveway of the
Pan American Union Building for a
reception.
A policeman took him for a gate-
crasher and was telling him to move on
when he realized his mistake..
• "I'm sorry, I didn't rrognize you,
Mr, Rayburn'," said die officer. •
understar_id," replied O'Neill. "i'm
-w-reari-ni •
Be wary also 4,tax practitioners who
guarantee a refund. Sometimes a
refund is not due, and the promise of a
refund is only meant to lure a client into
the tax •practitioner's - office. Fur-
thermore, you -are liable for any
inaccuracies in your tawreport. If your
form is audited, you should be able to
personally justify the deductions and
all other information provided on the
form.
Never sign a blank income taX.:return
and allow the tax practitioner to
complete and mail it to the Internal
Revenue Service. To insure that your
income tax form is complete, review
the final document fo' accuracy, then
sign and mail it.
If you have specific questions. about
Federal Income Tax preparation, don't
forget that the Internal Revenue Ser-
vice provides a toll-free nur, ber to call
in Kentucky. The number is 1-800-292-
6570. Also, the IRS will provide you with
the free publication, "Your Federal
Income Tax" to help answer your tax
questions. Contact the IRS office for,
this guide.
Questions concerning preparation of
the Kentucky Income Tax should be
directed to the Department of Revenue,
Capitol Annex, Frankfort, Kentucky.
40502, or call 502-564-4580.
If you have a consumer complaint,
write to the Office of the Attorney
General, Division of Consumer .
Protection, Frankfort, Kentucky, 40601.
The office has found that it can most
effectively deal with written com-
plaints and encourages you to write
whiff you have a complaint. However.
if you have an emergency situation call
the Consumer hotline. The number is 1-
800,372-2960.
years. I would like to find someone that
I could start a correspondence with, but
I do not neeessarily want it to be
romantic. Do you know of any pen pal
clubs that might help me? F.T.
A. Heartline has developed a pen pal
club exclusively for people over the age
of 50. Heartline's American 60 Club has
been in-existence-for over three years
now and has thousands of members
throughout the country. This is not a
dating or a inatclimakerr club, but LS
strictly a pen pal club for people over 50
years old. For tumt.ilett Utftniisatiun
and enrollment card, write to: Hear-
line's American 60 Club, 114 E. Dayton
St., West Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
Please enclose a long, self4ddressed,
stamped envelope along with your
request.
, 
HEARTLINE: I am 63 years old.
During' 1977 I was drawing my social
security benefits and- I was ar.so
return? S.L
A. Since your total taxable income for
1977 was $2,750, you are not required to
ftle-an-ffIfy---tak--rettirn: -Any-single
person under 65 can have a gross '
come up to $2,950 before they have to
file an IRS tax return. However, if the
$2,400 paid to you in wages had taxes
withheld by your employer, then you
must file a return to receive your tax
refund.
For a single person who is over 65,
their income can be $3,700 for 1977
before they must file an -IRS tax return.
For a person of any age who is self-
employed, they must file an IRS return
if their net income is $400 or more for
the year. - -
HEARTLINE: I am a veteran of
World War II. I recently received a
brochure concerning a hospital plan
that will pay me $40 a day if I am in the
hospital. This plan is called Americans
Veterans Group Insurance Trust. Can
you tell me if this veteran's insurance is
good or not? T.D.
A. First, this insurance plan is not
connected to the Veteran's
Administration at all. The Americans
Veterans Group Insurance Trust is a
private insurance policy underwritten
by National Home Life Assurance
Company. Many companies will create
a policy using governmental or
organization names like the veterans to
entice people in these groups to buy
their insurance.
To receive benefits under this plan a
person must be in the hospital.
There is an exclusion in this policy
that will not cover a Preexisting health
condition that you .were treated for
during the previous year until the -
policy has been in effect for One year.
Also in this plan is a clause that after
you turn 65 your benefits are cut from
$40.00 per day to $20.00 per day.
In the opinion of Heartline, this policy
is not a very good investment for
-disability insurance.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
- Today is Wednesday, Feb. 22,- Om
53rd day of-1978. There are 312 days left
in the year. -
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in- 1732, George
Washington was born at his parents'
plantation near Fredericksburg, Va
On this date:
In 1810, Frederic Chopin, the com-
poser, was born in Warsaw, Poland
In 1819, Spain ceded Florida to thc
United States..
In 1889, the Dakota territory' was
divided into North Dakota and South
Dakota.
In 1945, in World War I, the U.S. 3rd
Army crossed the Saar River south of
Saarburg, Germany.
In 1966s Prime Minister Milton Ohote
of Uganda ordered five cabinet
Ministers arrested and asiiirried Mt
power. .
In 1967, Indonesia's President
_Suitarruiended.a-loag-rvig*of-powe-
surrendering • his remaining
presidential authority to Gen. Suharto.
Five years ago: The United States
and China agreed to establish liaison
offices in Washington and Peking. 
One year ago: Four Cuban exiles,
a:rested in. the Watergate' break-in,
accepted ,a $200,000 out-of-court set-
tlement.
Today's birthdays: Sen. Edward
Kennedy is 46 years old. Actor Robert
Young is 69_
Thought for today: Home is the place
where', when you have to go there, they
have to take you in - poet Robert
Frost.
Bible Thought
"Therefo-e all things whatsoever ve
would that men should do to *MU, do
'ye even so- ta shear -for this is the
lare apd !he eirophits." Matthew 7;12
The so-called Golden Ruie e,
-puswee—lay-4111itil, eitc-eiteng




Murray lodger & Times Editor
Scutt Seiber, a forester in TVA's Land
Between the Lakes, past along the
Mowing to us recently. It's been
published in Several periodicals in the
past and we're uncertain who authored
it, but we think its worth reprinting.
--HOWTOSti&fell-WIdiautTaleat •
1. Study to look tremendously
portant.
2,. Before talking with a person you
wish to impress, ferret out his or her
remedies for local, national and. in-
ternational problems. Then advocate
them vehemently.
vc, 3. - Speak- with great a#puratica, but
stick closely to generally accepted
facts.
4. CiAtrive to mingle with important
people.
-5. Acquire a capable stooge, but keep
him in the background.
Business Mirror
- -
6. In offering to perform a service,
dimly your complete familiarity with
the task. Then give it to the stooge.
7. Agange to be a clearinghouse for _
all rnmplaintg It encourages the _
thought that you .are in -.control and
enables you to keep the stooge in place.
8. Carry yourself in a good manner.
Discourage light cozvehation that
might bridge the gaps between the bosa - --
and man.
- 9. Listen. while others wrangle..Pluck.
out a platitude and defend it fervently.
10. Walk swiftly from place-to place
as if engrossed in_affairs of great urn- .
portance. Keep your office door closed.
Interview by appointment only. Give
your orders by -memoranda.  
Remember, your are a big shot and you
don't care who knows it.
fis John 1 tin In If
Some Enjoy Boom
Of Sorts In Areas
NEW YORK (AP) - While industry
was haltedp YEW area-101bn. nation by
snows and rains and howling gales, and
sometimes crashing tides as well, some
aspects of business were enjoying a
boom of sorts.
Among them: _Downtown hotels,
sellers of galoshes, travel agents and
those electronic funds transfer systems
outside of banks that can be used to
obtain cash, pay -bills, make lowland
accept deposits.
"This winter's snowstorms may have
done more in a few days to promote
acceptance of EFT than the banking
industry -has -been able to do in five
years," said one representative of a
_grout,gf_b_aoks;___ '
During the January white-out in
Columbus, Ohio, the City National Hank
Said its 45 automatic tellers totaled
15,000 transactions in two days, a 300
percent increase oyer normal. volume.
In the Boston area, -the Bay Banks
reported more than a 100 percent rise in
the use of its 30 automatic tellers, each
of which it says normally makes about
-1,000 transactions a week.
The times, of course, were abnormal,
and in many instances the banks
themselves were closed, forcing
customers to utilize the electronic
devices. Whether customers will
continue to use them isn't certain.
Nevertheless, bank officials are
happy. They hope that customers,
forced by the emergency_ to learn the ,
newer method of transacting business,
might find it just as comfortable as the
old system.
A spot survey by a newly formed
banking group, whose purpose ad-
mittedly is to spur the use of EFT,
Showed the increases throughout the
blizzard areas were not limited to just a
few banks.
The Provident National Bank of
Philadelphia said its point of sale
terminals in 12 convenience stores
registered a 30 percent increase.
In addition to permitting customers
to pay for goods electronically -
transferring funds from a customer's
bank account to the store's account -
customers can also obtain $25 cash
from the store without a purchase.
Citibank in New York reported
business up, about 20 percent at its 400
terminals in almost ZOO sites in the
metropolitan area. It said business also
rose 20 percent during the big January
storm here.
At Long Island's Hempstead Bank,
officials said 2,500 EFT customers
made 12 percent more transactions -
mainly payments of utility and local
store bills - while the bank was closed
during the February storm.
The banking industry would love to
have the public accept its automatic
tellers for a number of reasons, and so
it undoubtedly seized upon the storm
experience :to promote their usage.
Automatic tellers reduce the need for
-Mitrray Ledger & Times
-Publisher -  Walter kic==
F,ditor . Gene
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clerks and bookkeepers, and are said to
be moreaccurate 43 Well. And because ,
of their automatic billpaying ability,
they hold the promise of locking in the
business of retailers and others.
But all this depends on convincing
people to use the automatic devices,
and whether or not these customers will
continue to view them only as emer-




Ninuno received the Good Conduet
Medal while assigned to an artillery
group near Wertheim, Germany.
Gary Adams of Calloway County -
High School was named the best- actor- - -
at the Kentucky High School Speech__
League's Drama Festival held at
.Lexington.
Donald A. Blalock, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Nelson Blalock, is now stationed
at Norfolk, Va., with the United States
Navy.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Lola
Farmer, former dress shop owner,
Christian Sean Curd, infant son, and
Courtney Deboe.
Births reported include a boy, James
Russell, Jr., to Mr. and Mrs. James
-Ronald Watson on Feb. 22.
20 Years Ago
Sandra KayBedwell, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Dacus Bedwell of Kirksey
Route One and a student at Kirksey
High School, won second place in the
national cherry pie baking contest.
sponsored by the National Red Cherry
Institute at Chicago, Ill. She received .: '
$200 scholarship and an electric range
for her efforts, and was accompanied
by her home economicS teacher, Mrs.
Oren Hull.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Mary
Thomas, age 89, Walter N. Crutcher,
age 79, and Mrs. Rela Waterfield
Galloway, age 75.
Over 350 visitors are here today for
the Southwestern Regional Choir__
Festival being held at the -First Baptist
Church. •
Willie Jackson of Alm° has been
elected president of the Freshman .
Industrial-Arts Club at Murray State
College.
The Murray State College Racers
beat Marshall 96 to 92 in a basketball'
game. at the Sports Arena_here, Dale
Alexander scored 20 points for Murray.
30 Years Ago
The Murray Rotary Club will plant a
white oak tree in the courtyard of
Murray in a special ceremony on Feb.
23 to honor Paul Harris, founder of
Rotaty. Hall Hood will be the speaker.
Serving on the special committee are S.
V. Foy, C. 0. Bondurant, A. Carman,
Mason Ross, Hall McCuiston, Grover
Wood James, Harry Sledd, Van Bar-
nett, George Robinson, and Jim
Williams.
The x-ray trailer unit of the Kentucky
Health Department, donated by the
Elks Club of KentuOty-..i,i0 be in 
Calloway County March 5 to 18. The
unit will visit various high schools and
industrial plants in the county and will '






Sai'ah Ruth Rhodes. daughter of Mrs.
A. I,. Rhodes of Murray, has taken a
-position as home- econoniist-for Phnco
ompa Georgeny
:la ! 1 le rPst"andTni.:ucille Ball are ,
-sterring•---ms
showing at the Varsity.Theaftre.
1
s
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Theater Owner Has Unusual Criteria
. DEARBORN. Mich. (AP) —







has two criteria for judging
movies — how they do at the















Shafer, who owns a movie
- house here and one in nearby
Westland, sells cocktails 'and
allows trons to take then to-
_ _their seats  at both theaters: _
"TO me-, -this is another way
of Taking the theater
outstanding," said the 54-
year-old Shafer, whose
customers are as likely to
come to the refreshment stand
for beer and martinis as for
popcorn and candy.
Since April, when the first
bar opened at Westland's Quo
Vadis theater, "we've had-no
problem with people-drinking
too much," Shafer said.
"That's because people don't
come to the movies to drink,
they come to watch the show.
The cocktail is nothing except
a little added pleasure."
Patrons agree.
"I like the idea," said in-
surance salesman Jim Desy,
who sipped- a beer while
watching the movie "coma".
at the Dearborn .,.Enter-
tainment Center. 'When I'm




Williamson: "I haven't heard
any complaints. They're all
surprised when they walk in
the door, but then-they slip up
to the bar and have a drink."
-Patrons tend to work up the
biggest thirst-during -thrillers
such as "Coma" and action-
packed movies such as "The
Gauntlet," Shafer said.
"If I could ever get a desert
picture like 'Lawrence of
"Arabia' I'd- have -it made'
joked Shafer, son of a former--
vaudeville performer.
Liquor _sales are slower at
movies such as "Saturday-
Night Fever" which attract
younger adults who don't have
as much money, he said.
- 60 YEARS OF SAVINGS
During Our DIAMOND JUBILEE Take




SAVE UP TO 53.95
Longlife 5 HP TILLER
Your CHAIN DRIVE
Choice or WORM GEAR
Features 5 448-8•togs 8 Stratton engine, 26-in.
tilling width adjustable to 40-in. with tine exten-
sion. 14-in. self sharpening tines, multi-posi-
_, *ion depth. odiustrowiL Swivel _depth. tsar,
.,:nransPort steel wheels_ Tine shield, forward
and power reverse. Chain Drive.
Reg, 319.95745.333-8
Worm Gear Reg. 309.95. 45-334 f
OPTIONAL ATTACHMENTS
'for Better Gardening
• Teactor Wheels. Converts tiller to
gorden trOCtOr...45 .c3z 57.9-5 pr
. - —
• y Bar Frame
45 3374 18 95
• Wheels Depth Gauge
45 3376 15.95










with filtered flex -
spout 20 101 4
2'2-Gal. Round Metal Gas








2 prong, 31/2" 9,/r. cHide,
52' handle. 4115.8






















4$ 112 1 7.47




ASSEMBLED AND READY TO USE
19-in, heavy duty deck. 7.in, wheels with diamond
tread. Front side discharge chutk, throttle and T-type
handle. Life Guard protection features. 45411.7
20-in longlife "Champion" Mower. 45 212 . . 69.88
PRICES GOOD THROUGH SATURDAY AT ALL OTASCO STORES AND PARTICIPATING DEAMS
4 Friendly SeP.Lice 
01.1
 Z. -Friendly '
.D
- — 
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Promotional Gag Used c
By Lemons Comes True
AP-Sports Writer •
Abe Lemons, Texas' quick-
quipping basketball coach,
usually leaves 'em laughing,
but his latest gag came true
and the Arkansas Razorbacks
didn't find it particularly
amusing.
On his Sunday night- TV
show, the camera zoomed in
on a prone Lemons, clad in a
dark suit with his hands folded
on his chest around a car-
nation.- The- -"-eorpse" cons
slowly and shouted, "We're




'very much liliVe with an 82-74
triumph - over- Southern
Methodist that bumped fourth-
-ranked Arkansas out - of an
automatic bye into the
championship game of the
post-season Southwest
Conference tournament.
It hasn't been the best of
times for Arkansas. The
Razorbacks lost their No. 1
national ranking when
Houston upset then' Saturday
and Tuesday night's 58-49
victory over Texas Tech Was
only good enough to earn them
a share of the SWC title with
Texas.
Both teams-finished with 14-
2 cdaerence records and they
split their two regular-season
meetings. But Texas took two
games- 'from-- - third-place
Houston and earned the
coveted bye that Arkansas felt
it would get.
Texas has an 11-day layoff
before the SWC title game
while Arkansas must win
three times to get there.
In other games involving the
Associated Press Top Twenty,
ninth-ranked- Notre 'Dame
-downed North Carolina State
70-59 behind Dave Batton's 22
points and 12 rehOlinds; Sly-
Williams scored 17 points and
grabbed 12 rebounds as Rhode
Island upset No. 11
Providence 73-6-1 and -Harry
Davis had 22 polas and David
Thompson 20 to lead No. 12
Florida State over „Georgia
Tech 78-72.
SMU battled Texas to a 3747
halftime tie but Ron Baxter,
who scored 20 of his 30 points
in the second half, ignited a
Longhorn surge with a pair of
three-point plays. Texas built
a 17-point lead, enough to
withstand a 32-point per-
formance by SMU's Jeff
Swanson.
Arkansas' Marvin Delph
scored 16 points, Sidney
Moncrief 12 and Ron Brewer
10, Offsetting 23 by Texas
Tech's Mike Russell. Four
Kentucky Pr
hy -Rwisell put Tech on top 114
in the first half tag Arkansas
reeled off 10 straight points to
takicommand.
Notre Dame, 18-5, confused
N.C. State by switching
between a man-to-man and a
zoae defense. The losers shot
only 31 percent in the first
half, fell behind 34-27 and
never caught up. -
Rhode Island's Williams
had help against Providence
from. -John _Nelson_ with 15
points and Jiggy Williamson
with 13.-The losers made 22 of
26 free throws but shot only 33
percent from the floor.
Florida State's victory over
Georgia Tech enabled the
Seminoles, 20-4 overall, to nail
down the Metro 7 crown. The
keeps-got V points from Tice
Brown and 21 from Sammy
Drummer but it wasn't
enough to overcome Florida
State's balanced attack.
Sports Deals





defensive end, from the New






Grant, goalie, and Tony
Currie, forward, from Salt
Lake City of Central Hockey
League. Sent Ed Staniowski,




Quebec Nordiques for future
considerations; Acquired
Glen Irwin; defenseman, from























By The Associated Pressi 
Lax Henry Clay 75 Woodford
Co 66
Harlan 66 Everts 62 ot
Mercer Co 86 Burgin 56
Elliott Co 83 Morgan Co 55
Oldham Co 82 Owen Co 68
Russell 761towan Co 58
Oldham Co 83 Owen Co 68
Shelby Co 64 Newport 62 ot
Lou Atherton 68 Pleasure
Ridge 64
Lou Doss 60 Lou Western 36
Lou Manual 67 Lou Southern
56
North Hardin 88 Lou Valley
59
Port Christian 45 Ninth 81 0
28
Lou Tho Jefferson 81 Lou
Moore 66
Lou Trinity 73 Lou Bishop
David 65
Lou Waggener 69 Lou
Seneca 67
Apollo 76 Hancock Co 65
Boone Co 66 Grant Co 48
' Carroll Co 58 Bullitt Cent 45
Coy Catholic 62 Dixie
Heights 62
East Hardin 88 North Bullitt
73
Eminence 59 Trimble Co 53
Erlanger Lloyd 80 Bishop
Brossart 56
Franklin Co 85 Estill Co 53
Harrodsburg 85 Andersen
Co 75
Henry Co 59 Gallatin Co 51
Lax Bryan Station 81 Coy
Holy Cross 79
Mason Co 58 Harrison Co 51
NOW) Co BO LaRue Co 56
Paducah Tilghman 70 Lone
Oak 65
Paris 67 Richmond Madison
fie
Russell 79 Rowan Co 68
Scott Co 57 Clark Co 56
Wolfe Co 76 Hazel Green 60
Mayfield 68 Marshall Co 50
Meade Co 56 Breckinridge
Co 48
West Hopkins V Webster Co
Madison Central OS (ms
Catholic 67
Lex Tates Creek 85
Jessamine Co 66
Montgomery Co 73 Bourbon
Co 63
Carlisle Co 75 Ballard
Memorial 73
Ft Thomas Highlands 55
Newport Cath 52
Walton Verona 67 Coy Latin
47
Lou DeSales 75 Lou Stuart 65




Male 67 Fairdale 65 ot
Carlisle Co 75 Ballard Co 73
Ft Knox 72 Taylorsville 47
Greenville 58 Warren
Central 50




Lou Ahrens 70 Lou Butler 62
Tuesdays Girls Games
By The Associated Press
Owen Co 49 Carroll Co 36
Lou Angela Merici 5/
Westport 48
Lou Eastern-Collegiate ppd
Lou Fairdale 44 Lou Male 32
Ashland 85 Crum W Va 36
Lou Atherton 58 Pleasure
Ridge 56
Lou Butler 61 Lou Ahrens 50
Lou Holy Rosary 58 Valley
47
Lou Iroquois • 55 Jef-
fersontown 32
Lou Manual 42 Lou Southern
32
Lou Mercy 65 Lou Ballard 50
Lou Moore 66 Tho Jefferson
50
Lou Western 61 Lou Doss 49
Boone Co 65 Conner 47
Breathitt Co 63 Ashland 56
Coy Holy Cress 67 Newport
eo
Erlanger St Henry 61 Villa
Madonna 51
Henderson Co 46 Daviess Co.
Henry Co 51 Oldham Co 48





Sport With Unlimited Future At MSU
Suppose there was no gymnasium at Murray State
University. The basketball team would prictice outside' on
'days only *herrn Was Warm enough to-permit. -
The team would play no home games, thus taking away
any sort of advantage playing at home might have been-. All
of their games would be on the road. • - --
Nonsense isn't it? Yes, and that's just what we think
about the Murray State track team not having an indoor
facility.
Tell me track isn't important because it's a non-revenue
sport and I'll tell you sortie things you may not want to hear.
Oh, but who goes to track meets? So the eternal pessimists
wourd argue that since nobody goes to trick meets, Why
spend money for an indoor track facility?
There are a number of reasons people do not attend track
meets in great numbers. The most simple raison is people
just do not know very much about track.
If high school track in this area were as strong as high
school basketball, then you'd have a lot of people following
track at the college level. But high school track is nothing
More than a recreation,_ other th4n.it couple of notable
exceptions.
Track is important. Go to any track meet anywhere in the
world and mention the name of Nick Rose and the first thing
you'll hear is: Western Kentucky.
And how many of you heard of Farleigh-Dickinson before
Franklin Jacobsstarted-jumping over the-moon? Track is a
very, very important sport.
It's one game where politics doesn't mean that much. To
become a member of the United States Olympic Basketball
Team, you go to tryouts. You have to have talent. But the
decision is often made on *hat school you are from and who
you know. Track is in no way like that. It makes no dif-
ference._ whethek-you_are from _UCLA , Michigan Or MTKY
State.
Murray State?
A- couple of weeks ago: we had two athletes from MSU On
national television at the Olympic-Invitational Track Meet
in New York. Dave Warren, only a sophomore, ran in the-
8%-meter run and former 1!_dSU sprinter Fred Sowerby ran
in the 600-meter run:
Let's face the facts. It's going to be a while before our
basketball program gains us any national 'publicity.
Football? We feel good about the future tifere and as long as
Johnny Reagan has a breath of life left in him, baseball at
Murray will continue its success.
- But .track-.is a sport that has Unlimited potential' at
Murray State. MSU track coach Bill Cornell has done an
incredible job recruiting some of the finest young athletes
that anyone could find.
Both the distance-medley and two-mile relay teams will
be going to the NCAA Indoor Championships in Detroit next
month.
Now, if you don't know what the distance-medley relay•is,- -
or if you've never seen the two-mile relay team perform,
would you like to know why? Because, quite simply, we
have no indoor track facility.
Even to have two teams qualify for the nationals is
remarkable but for a school that has no indoor facilities; it's
nothing short of unbelievable. Arid, look at what Axel
r)'Leitinayr - •
Vitmayr has no proper facilities to train on here but
when he went to his first indoor meet this year, he went 6-10
in the high jump. Then last weekend in the OVC Cham-
pionships, he shattered the league record by clearing 7-2
and he did it with ease.
Who knows how good Leitmayr would be if he had proper
facilities? And who knows who tough Dave Warren and Pat
Chimes would be in the 800 meters or .how tough Martyn
Brewer, Dave Rafferty and Jerry Odlin would be in the 1500
meters, the metric mile? • -
What's the answer?
The most simple and most expensive would be to con-
„struct, a new athletic complex such as Murphy Center at
Middle Tennessee. _ . -
By far the MOst plush facility in the OVC, Murphy Center
beautiful tartan-surface track around the top of the
arena. Also note Middle won last year's outdoor cham-
pionship and of course having an indoor facility is even good
in spring, particularly on rainy days when the track outside
is treacherous.
Could bit& With orre-Stene and come uplyith-g •-•
new basketball facility, which we must do someday.
Other suggestions? .
The most simple would be to have a portable track in-
stalled at the West Kentucky Livestock and Exhibition
Center. If they can stage concerts, tractor pulls and boat
shows, why in the world can't the track team at least be
able to have an indoor meet there? Cif course that stIll
doesn't solve the problem of having a permanent indoor
facility for practice.
We have a golden opportunity to do something for a group
of young men and young women who are totally dedicated
toiheir-university.,They'-ve already done_a lot tnr_us. Can't
we do something for them? Talk about it over coffee. .





Congress, after more than five
months of investigation, will
begin public hearings Monday
into the powerful police arm of
the National Collegiate
Athletic Association, the
major governing body of in-
tercollegiate athletics in the
United States.
The House subcommittee on
oversight and investigations
will hold -the first of what
should be eight days of
hearings into the policies of
the NCAA, particularly the
enforcement of its rules and
regulations.
The subcommittee staff has
visited seven of the some 100
colleges and universities
involved in official inquiries
by the NCAA since Jallary
1970, the period covered by the
Congressional investigations,
as well as having studied
thousands of documents.
First-day witnesses include
J. Brent Clark, an attorney
who resigned from the NCAA
enforcement unit last Dec. 30,
and representatives of
Mississippi State. On Tuesday
Jack Fosak, a past NCAA
president, .... and officials of
Michigan State are scheduled
to testify.
Mississippi State was
suspended two years for
alleged recruiting violations.
The suspension expired last
season. Michigan State was
suspended three years for
alleged football recruiting
violations. The suspension
ends after the 1978 season.
Clark, an Oklahoma lawyer
who now works for the
committee staff, is expected
to testifi, that the. NCAA has a
policy of "selective punish-
_ ment” under which certain
major colleges are never
investigated or milked by
the association hen they are
suspected of ha ing violated
NCAA s.
Clark also plena to testify,
according to the New York
Times, that the NCAA selects
for penalties those major
colleges that do not fully
cooperate with the NCAA.






• -The -subcommittee, peaded
by Rep. John E. Moss, I)-
Calif., is studying whether the
investigative methods of the
NCAA provide for due
process, whether the
association is violating an-
titrust laws and whether it
levies fair penalties against
member_ colleges, their
coaches and athletes.
The investigation of 'The
NCAA enforcement program
was instigated by Rep. James
D. Santini, D-Nev., a member
of .the subcommittee. Santini
got signatures of 68 House
members and petitioned Moss
after penalties were imposed
on the University of Nevada-
Las Vegas last summer.
Jerry Tarkanian was
dismissed by Nevada-Las





W L Pct. GB
Phila _ 41 16 .719
N York • 30 28 .517 11L2
Boston 20 34 .370 19L2
Buffalo 19 35 .352 20g4
n Jrsy 13 45 .224 28'-z
Central Division
S Anton 35 22 .614
Wash 29 27 .518
Cleve 29 29 .500 61/2
Atlanta 26 - 31 .456 9
N Orins 26 32 .448 9L2
Houstn 23 35 .397 12L2
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Denver 37 21 .638
Chicago 31 30 .508 7'2
Mlw 30 29 ".508 71,2
Detroit 26 31- --.456-
K.C. 23 36 .390 14'2
Ind 21 38 .356 16'2
Pacific Division
Port 46 10 .821
Phnix 38 19 .667
L.A. 31 27 .534 16
Seattle 30 27 .526 16'2
Gldn St 28 30 .-4-6-3 19
Tuesday's Games
Phoenix 114, Buffalo 111




Portland 118, San Antonio 114,
OT




Seattle at New Jersey
Phoenix vs. Atlanta at Char-
lotte, N.C.
Golden State at New 'Orleans
Los Angeles at Kansas City
_ -Indiana aiDenwer... •
Thursday's Games
Atlanta at San Antonio
51,
mendation of the NCAA,
which had found his basket-
ball program guilty of many
recruitment violations.





the coach was "total 100
percent hearsay, without a
scrap of documentation in
substantiation." And he ad-
ded, "The evidence shows that
every fundamental principle
Wrtaining to the plaintiff's
due p recess rights was
violated" by the association.




conduct inquiries and hand
down punishments that are
essentially administrative and
not judicial. Thus', it says,
their hearings are less formal
than regular court
proceedings and do not Nivel°
strictly follow the rules of
evidence.
At its annual meeting last
month in Atlanta, the mem-
bers of the 844-member
organization approved a




pending court cases had  
nothing to do with the action,
whioh they said had been in
the making for a year.






moves into its final weekend of
regular season play with a
bundle of games on tap this
weekend.
Calloway County will play at
Livingston Central Thursday
In . a makeup game then on
Friday, the Lakers will host
Hickman County while
Murray High ends Its regular
season by hosting Fulton
County to a twinbill.
Calloway's regular season*
ends Saturday when Carlisle
County is here for a nfakeup
game' _
Fourth District Tournament
Ofitill Mart next Thursday.
organization, uneven in the
enforcement of its rules and
beholden to a small group of
influential schools with
"major programs " — in
short, unaccountable and
unresponsive to most
institutions it is purported, to
represent for the general good
of the college sport.
Defenders contend the
NCAA runs as smoothly, ef-
ficiently arksi fairly as can be
expected, given certain
realities. It is a voluntary
membership association,
_ called_ upon both to-police and
serve institutions of varying
size and funded primarily
from gate and television




The NCAA grew out of a
meeting in 1905 of a small
group of colleges which
wanted to save football from
extinction. The game was then
particularly vicious, and
President Theodore Roosevelt
had threatened to have it
outlawed unless there were
reforms. That little group
saved football, but its aims
soon expanded, as it
proceeded to devise rules for
the conduct of virtually all
intercollegiate sports.
Angeles Lakers.
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar & Co.
posted their fifth straight road
victory and their 14th triumph
in the last 17 games, beating
the Chicago Bulls-186104
Tuesday night as Lou Hudson
hit a 30-foot jumper with nine
- seconds to play for the win-
ningniargin.
"I think the guys have made
• op their minds_ that they want
to win," said Lakers Coach
Jerry West, whose club is now
31-27 and climbing after a
disastrous start marred by
Abdul-Jabbar's. broken hand
and the suspension of Kermit
Washington for punching
Rudy Tomjanovich.
The mid-season trades that ,
brought Adrian Dantley and
Charlie Scott to the Lakers
have given the club added
firepower.
Hudson had the hot hand
against the Bulls, hitting for 29
points, while Dantley Scored
24 and Abdul-Jabbar 19.
Chicago trailed by 13 in the
third period but took a 104-103
lead ah two free throws by ex-
- Laker Cazzie Russell ,siith 39
-seconds left. Don Ford got the
rebound of a Missed shot by
Abdul-Jabbar and fed Hudson
for his winning basket.
. In other-- NBA games, the
Portland Trail -Blazers edged
the San Antonio' Spurs 118-114
overtIrrie; the New Yost
Knicks nipped the Seattle
SuperSonics 122-120; the
Houston Rockets beat the
Boston Celtics 111-96, the
Phoenix Suns trimmed the
Buffalo Braves 114011 and the
Philadelphia 76ers defeated
the Cleveland Cavaliers 127-
114.
-Blazers 11/1, Spurs 114
San Antonio lost a golden
opportunity to knock off, the
defending champions when
George Gervin missed an 18-
footer with five seconds left in
regulation play. Portland's
Bill Walton took command in
overtime, scoring six of his
game-high 34 points in the
extra session.
Knicks 122, Sonics 120
New York trailed by 19 early 
inthe fourth period before
storming back to ivin with 42
points in the final 12 minutes.
Bob McAdoo scored 37 points
and Butch Beard 20 for New
York and teamed with rookies
Hay Williams, Glen Gon-
drezick and Toby Knight' to
turn the game back around.
Rockets 111, Celtics 96
Houston got 32 points from
Calvin Murphy and 23 from
backcourtmate John Lucas in
beating the undermanned
Celtics. Boston's Kermit
Washington was withheld 
from the game to avert a
possible incident in Houston,




George McGinnis scored 26
points and Doug Collins 24 as
Philadelphia moved in front
by 25 points in the third period
and coasted to its sixth
straight victory. The Sixers
Lakers Beginning Push,
Trailblazers Nip Spurs
By ALEX SACHARE  played 8Q well that Julius
AP Sports Writer Erving, who misted six games
Watch out for the Los -because. of- a leg injury, was
needed for only brief duty and
scored just 10 points.
Suns 114, Braves 111
Walter Davis scored 32
points and Paul Westphal 29,
but the big play fur- Phoenix
came from foriard Gar
Heard, who intercepted an
inbounds pass and scored on a
stuff shot with 4:01 left. That
made it 102-101 and Phoenix
never trailed after that.
SKIING
LAHTI, Finland — Jozef
Luszczek rallied in the closing
stages to win the 15-kilometer
race at the World Nordic
Championships for rnlarid's
first-ever -gold medal in big-
time cross-country skiing.
Luszczek nosed out Russia's
Evgeny Belyaev and
Finland's Julia Mieto in a
tough finish with only five
seconds separating them.
Luszczek won by two seconds
over Belyaev.
HOCKEY
ATLANTA — The National
Hockey League's Board of
Governor t decided to use an
unbalanced schedule, em-
phasizing divisional rivalries,
beginning next season. The 80-
game schedule, beginning
next season, will have the
following format: Every NHL
team will play the other-four
times- — twice-at --home -and
twice on the road — for a total
of 68 games. The remaining 12





Dr. Marshall Gordon, vice-
president for university
services at Murray - State
University, has appointed a
seven-man advisory com-
mittee as the process for the
seleetion of a new basketball
-coach is' noW ready to swing
into high gear.
Appointed to the committee
were Dr. Hal Houston, Harold
Hurt, Buddy Buckingham,
Racer team member Danny
Jarrett, Dr. Marvin Mills, Dr.
Charles Smith and Stan Key.
Gordon said he has received
between 35 and 40 applications
for the post, vacated earlier
this month when Fred Overton
announced his resignation,
effective at the end of the
school year.
Applications are no longer
being received and it is ex-
pected---the--committee will
soon begin the -reviewing
procedure. Gordon said he
expects a recommendation
will be made to the Board of
Regents at their March
meeting.
Gordon also said that from
the original list of 85 can-
didates, the number of
prospects for the athletic
director's post now numbers
10.
Free For The Asking!
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COORS]
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
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N. 12th St., Olympic Plaza
159-16A
_ Repair 1NY bovempER Made
'OF"
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Father Of 15 Decides To Come
Up With New, Sport.. 'Hocker'
_ fly WILL GRIMSLEY
7AP Special Cerresponaent
It starts as the small seed of
an idea in somebody's head.
Then it germinates. After a
while, it may die on the vine or
it may mushroom into a
gigantic tentacle monster.
That's the story of most
major sports as we know them
- baseball, basketball,
football, tennis, golf, soccer.
Some of them were can-,„,
nibalistie - they fed off each
other.
The Same is true of what the
founder, a Connecticut lawyer
and judge-named John Henrr
Norton, calls the "first new
sport in a century." .
He has named it "Hocker."
, s .
Norton insists that be con-
ceived it just in order to get ins
14 kids, five of them adopted
Asian orphans, out of his hair.
"Hocker," he says, is a
combination of a lot of other
sports, blending "the dribble
of basketball, the punch of
volleyball, the carom of ice
hockey and the kick of soccer
into a nonviolent sport."
Norton is so enamored of his
brainchild that he is sure it
some day will be universally
popular. Who knows? Other
sports have had a less
auspicious beginning.
- -Take golf:- Who knows how
this cow pasture game may
have evolved? It is reasonable
to suspect that one day back in




















































the stone age a couple of pre-
-historic- men- were stromng-
lazily through the forest,
hitting stones with tree limbs
as they walked, when one of
the stones flew into a cauldron
where Mrs. Cavewoman was
preparing the evening meal.
"Great guns, look what I
did," said the delighted cave
man to his companion. "Let
me seo.you do it." They were
addicted.
Succeeding generations
plucked a soft substance from
gum trees, wrapped it into a
round object and began hitting
it back and forth, first With the... 
palmsof their hands, then
crudely shaped sticks. From
which emerged baseball, polo,
croquet, lacrosse and tennis.
, Who would have thought
when James Naismith, a
physical education teacher in
Massachusetts, got bored that
cold winter night in 1891 and
hung up peach baskets at each
end of the gym for his pupiLs to
shoot at with a blown-up ball
that subsequent devotees
would be earning $100,000 to
$600,000 a year (roughly
Kareern Abdul-Jabbar's
College Results
By The Associated Press
Tuesday
PAST
Boston U 70, Northeastern
67
Rhode Island 73, Providence
64
St. Francis, N.Y. 73, Iona 72,
OT
Temple 71, Penn 56
Tufts I09, Trinity, Conk
SOUTH
Florida St 78, Georgia Tech
72
Florida Tech 85, Fielder 73,.
Jacksonville 86, Georgia St
78
Mississippi Col 68, Tior y'60
MIDWEST
Notre Dame N Carolina
St 59
SE Okla. 95, Langston 70
SW Okla. 79, Okla. Bapt 72
• Sterling 79, Tabor 71
Taylor 73, Hanover 69 -
Wayne St 100, Chadron St 97'
SOU/IMES?
Baylor 
w Telathris unsas ir58, Texas Tech 49
Texas 82, SMU-74' • -•
Texas A&M 81, Rice 75
FAR WEST
San Diego94, Chapman 84
San Franc co „
Hayward St 81 '
First MSU Intercollegiate Horse Sacramento St 97, OTSta nisla us St -105, -
W Montana 78, Rocky.
Mountain 72
S h
PULLING TOGETNER - Besides pulling together on the bench during basketball games, the Murray State lady Racers pull
together while not playing bell. Here, they ore in the process of winning a tug-of war match over the women's track team at the
MSU•Westers pone Monday.
t Stoll Mote Ay Mao Snandow1
stipend) performing the same
exercise before big, ow Set To Open-Here Saturday s steizifteck 
TOURNAMENTS
screaming audiences? Rollins 61, Biscayne 60
By his own admission Judge- .•` ?Malay State will alms-trite, ---tivloridaTech09, St. Led 60 - -
Norton's didn't know how to Murray State University . classes. However, only one Any college or colleges for the first time a "Murray NAIA District 25
keep the 14 restless little will host their first in- class per rider will count for together may request to host a State University Challenge First Round
monsters of his Fairfield, tercollegiate horse show points and these must be show. .The host school is Trophy". This award is in the N Georgia 55, Oglethorpe 45
Conn., household fully oc- beginning -at 8:30 a. m. Feb. 'designated before the show responsible for . the formof a silver cup and will be Southern Tech 79, Georgia
copied so-he drew up plans for -25, with-a- parade of colleges. begins. • - - - arrangement- - of equipment. :awarded to the high-point tjetil
a primitive field. jotted &two Abs dayl.C.laSata3vd1LbegtrEtt_The_fiditidarrhy State.te.sm. judges..and_sahol.ted resutla Atm_ ear-h.-year-The- -team_ 78,--Ga---South. -
a few rules and called it - m., at the West Kentucky for the 1978 show season will of the show, winning the trophy three western se
"Hocker." Livestock Show -and -be-selected this week by Cars Haves  mina& .ta be_ rased years consecutivelyLaGreage 7LBefry Gym
The ginia PlaYed with -a-- - sexitian -Ceniev. and Marjul "Wright, visiting at the show must be provided retire the trophy for thier
16-inch playground ball, in the All accredited colleges lecturer for the horsemanship, • by the host college. Horses college.
purest sense on a 100x51 yard interested-in participation in program, according to Carr, used by the competitors are Admission to the show is
field with qiiintorkie-7one goal an-inkreollegiate horse show_-Although--eaeheellege-drownty-104-inidwo-practicing- . wevei , en y fees
posts. For the backyard or are eligible for membership in maintains a designated team, is allowed before the classes. the classes are $4.25 per class.
,corner lot the area can be • thE7Intercollegiate_ _.11Orse -any- -rider Who is a, fu.11-time Regional ChtimPionship -
reduced to any size with rocks. Show Association.lifembersof. undergraduatecollegestubent shows are held,in April and the
soda cans or trash barrels the IHSA are divided into at the time of the show is 'National Intercollegiate Horse TENNIS
• serving as goals. regions, according to Jane eligible to compete. _ _ .Show Championship show is DETROIT •. - Renee
You can slap, dribble, kick Carr, advisor and coach of the In the future any student held io May. Awards are given Richards defeated 16-year-old
— or .punch the ball. You can't Murray State team. -who,placecknOer than ate=
tackle, block or hit an op- The Murray State team member at an intercollegiate
ponent. head-on.. You caret _ competes in Region a show will be -automatically
--------1-4ushadtlitwohancisand never--regio`ii-tii.ack p placed on team the
above-shoulder level Of below University of Temiessee- -of *trial member's place, Carr
the Waist. The idea is to get the Knoxville, Hiwassee College
ball through the goal post, in Madisonville, Tn., Miami
over or under it for one to five University of Ohio in Oxford,
points.. _ ...-the_University Kentucky in
"It's natural," "says the- Lexingtion, Kenyon College in
judge. "ft's low-cost, injury-
free, good exercize and fun."
Only thing, don't expect to
make a million dollars playing
it - not yet, anyhow.
Gnvenience STORES
FAST SERVICE - CLEAN STORES
OPEN 6 A.M. Tit 12 P.M.
365 DAYS AND -
SOME NEVER CLOSE
hided Ng Miss .
QuArl1jUelf1-1mited
China Wins
ROCHESTER, Mich. ( AP)
- Twenty-year-old Chung su-
Ying poured in 24 points in the





It was the seventh straight
victory for the visitors from
Taiwan, who are midway
through a tour of the United
States. They meet Oakland's
Pioneers again Thursday.
"They were just much
faster and had good passing
ability," said Nancy Liese,
Oakland's sports information




Bowling Green -and Middle
Tennessee State University in
Murfreesboro, Tn.
Classes for the show include
Beginner and Advanced Walk-
Trot, Beginner and Advaneed
Walk-Trot-Canter, Novice and
Open Horsemanship on the
flat and Novice and Open
Horsemanship over fences.
Also an alumni class will be
offered, to graduatc. students
only. . - -
In addition to the 'regular
series of classes, Murray
State will offer a stock seat
class, a classit




designate a'maximum of five
different riders who will
represent their college for •a
high-point college award for
each show. These riders may
Apollo Retains Lead In
High School Cage Poll
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
The names remained the
same, but four teams swapped
positions in this week's
Associated Press boys' high
school basketball poll.
Owensboro Apollo, 27-0, for
the fifth straight week, nailed
down the no. 1 spot in balloting
by a panel of sports writers
and broadcasters.
Apollo netted 14 of 16 first-
place votes and 156 of a
possible 160 points.
Shelby County, 19-3, held
onto the runner-up position
and was a nearly unanimous
No. 2 selection.
But the shuffle began with
the third and fourth spots,
with Covington Holmes and
Frankfort trading places.
Holmes, 23-1, received one
first-place vote and-jumped
from fourth to third. Frank-
/oft, 30-3,-supped a notch to
fourth.
Lexington Lafayette, 16-4,
made the biggest leap, rising
from seventh last week to fifth
place in this week's poll.
Lexington Henry Clay, 20-5,
received the remaining first-
place vote and retained its No.
6 position.
Defending state champiOn
Louisville Ballard, 15-5, fell
from fifth to seventh.
The bottom three teaMS
held their ground this week.
Drakesboro, 20-0, was eighth;
Bryan Station, 14-7, was ninth;
and Lone Oak, 17-1, was 10th.
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
The Associated Press bo
high school basketball poll
with first-place votes in"
parentheses, season records
and total points. Points
awarded on a 10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-
1 basis.
1. Apollo (14) 27-0 156
2. Shelby Co. 19-3140
3. Holmes (1) Z371 113
4. Frankfort 20-381
5. Lafayette 16-477
6. Henry Clay (1 ) 20-56
7. Ballard 15-558
8. Drakesboro 20-051
9. Bryan Station 14-725
10. Lone oak 17-1 21
Others receiving votes: ,
Virgie,  Mayfield, Sheldon
Clark, Harrison County,
Warren East, Tates Cree-k,__







Laurel County and Franklin-
Simpson-
there to the National High Nicole Lorenzetti, who was
Point College, the National making her debut ass pro, 6-1, '
High Point- Rider and -the-. 6-2 in -liar .ficat round- -of.a..
Naional Intercollegiate Horse women's $10.0,000 profesidonal











Polyester Cord Bias-Ply Tires In Sizes
To Fit Most U.S. Cars.
'Power Streak' 78
Six-rib road holding tread, de-
-pendabte- bras-1.0y-,verrstr uutMn.
honest Goodyear quality. Don't




$.1 82 F.E T. and old tire
A78-13 or 5 60-15
016 00-15 black.
wall, plus $1 61




Size PRICE old lira
E78-14 $25.50 $2.03
-F70-4' S30.00 52.20




RAIN CHECK — It we sell Out 01 your size we will issue you a rain
check, assuring future delivery at the advertised price.
STEP
UP TO RADIALS
Polyglas Radial or PolyglOs II Radial
• Two fiberglass belts B5/A-13 whiten-81T plus




















No HassleAuto Service...For More Good Years In Your Car!
LUBE & OIL 
CHANGE
Up To 5 Quarts 
Malor
Brand 10/30 Grade 
Oil
88
• Complete chassis lubri-
cation and, oil chanie •
t4eips protect saris — eft*
sures smooth, quiet perlor-
- mince- -A -tractudea. tight
trucks • Please phone for
appointment
Just Say 'Charge It'
Use any of these 7 other war in. OJr Our Onn Customer Credit Plan • Master Charge




Most U S some 'wen
cars idepending on maliel
IPPINIVIS TINE lalltAil,
NANKING. kat comma.
• inspect and rotate all 4 tires •
Adjust caster, cameyer I toe in to.
menuteelairera Atec.hcatears eI-
Spool steering and suspension
components • Ramilest Car e_Ts
cludet front-wheel &ow cars
ligg$11216' -
Goodyear Revolving Charge Account
Icomic, •
Se* Vey, IncIppe,0e0t Dealer 10. 14/5 ewe and Cr.d.t Terns P, er As Si-run At Goodyee, Sorrt.e Stores on All Corrienunttits Ser.ed Sy 1., ....soapy
4 eel
6 cyl,. fl cyl.
Price includes parts and labor
$4 less for electronic ignition
'WAS U.S. $11115 MST .
- STARTS IN Ant WtAtntill
• _ Ltectronic startirm,
-and chafed' system analysis • TWT
stall nevi points plugs, condenser
. • Set dwell and time engine to
tgieCiricatrons • Oldjuit Carborstor
Ter fuel economy • Cars with air
.'conditioning LS2 More A Iodides





















Surprising 'Annie Hall' Gets
3 Academy Award Nominations
Associated Press Writer
HOLLYWOOD- AP — -
When Woody Allen- set out to
make a movie about the love
of his life, he wanted to call it
"Anhedonia") — a Freudian
tag for the inability to ex-
perience pleasure. .
What Allen ended up ivith
was a -bit of pure pleasure
called "Annie Hall,- and
nominations for three of
Oscar's most - prestigious
awards.
Allen was nominated
Tuesday for best direcior, best
actor and best original
screenplay, the grandest
display of Academy Awards
ndminations since Orson
was chosen in the same
categories for 111 -1941- me;
-Citizen Kane." Welles won a
writing Oscar for his script.
''Annie Hall- was
nominated as best picture and
Diane Keaton was nominated
for best actress as the
beautiful, flighty Annie.
When Allen heard how his
film had fared in the nomi-
nations, he said, "I hope Diane
The National Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and
- -head- out- its.
-coveted statuettes at the 50th
Academy Awards presen-
.tation April 3 in Los Angeles.
Also nominated for best film
of ' 1977 were "Julia.,^"The
Turning Point" 'The Goodbye
Girl" and the-space show box-
office bonanta, -"Star--Wars,"
Finally responding to years
of criticism that women
weren'.t..givea_ meaningful
parts, Hollywood produced a
bumper crop of female roles.
The. strongest competition in
the Oscar Mee figures terbe in
the best actress category, and
two films about women,
:.̀Julia." and "The Turning
Point," led all filrias with 11-
nominations each 
"Star Wars" won 10 nomi-
nations and the ether popular -
science-fiction epic, "Close
Encounters of The Third
American women caught in
Nazi Germany, • and "The
Turning • Point," a reunion
with regret and envy between
two ballerinas, each Produced
nominees in ttie. supporting
actress category — Vanessa
Redgrave for "Julia" and
ballet'star 'Leslie Browne for
'-!The Turning Point."
Ars° nominated for best sup-
porting actress were 10-year-
old Quinn Cummings ("The
Goodbye Girl',. Melinda
Dillon ( "Close Encounters")
and Tuesday Weld ("Looking
for Mr. Goodbar").
Nominees in tbe supporting
actor category were Alec Gui-
ness of. "Star Wars," Jason
Schell of "Julia," ballet star
Mikhail Baryshnikov for "The
Turning Point" and Peter
Firth of "Equus."
Steven Spielberg was nomi-
-nated for best director
although his -Close
Encounters" failed to get best
picture nomination, and Diane
Keaton, who was impressive
in her dramatic role in
"Looking For Mr. Goodbar,"
was nominated for a cornett.
Besides Spielberg and
Woody Allen, director
nominees were Fred Zin-
nernann fo "Julia," George
Lucas for "Star Wars," and
Herbert Ross for "The Tur-
ning Point."
coated cereals have cited
studies, however, that they
say show no relationship
between cereals containing
sugar and tooth decay.
Cereal ; and candy
manufacturers have been
mobiliging to counter any_FTC,
move to restrict their
prolucts' advertising. One
possible attack on the FTC
under discussion among in-
dustry groups is a. legal
challenge claiming that such
regulations violate ad-
vertisers' freedom of speech.
Some cereal manufacturers
have embarked on a
newspaper advertising
campaign to rebut the poor-
nutrition charges made
against_ sugary cereals and
are including in their tekvison
ads a disclaimer that their
products are only "one part of
a nutritions breakfast."
The. FTC scrutiny of
children's advertising began
after it_ reiviveci_petitim!‘
from Action for Television's
Children and the -Center for
Science in the Public Interest.
The two groups contended
Kind" had eight. consumer protection, said the that such, ads 'may destroy  a 
staffrecommendationi ?gill be • Adielview—d-a. poi:idle and
In the tough best actress
rice with Miss Keaton are
"Jane Fonda for "Julia,"
Marsha Mason for ."The
Goodbye Girl" and "The
Turning Point" stars, Anne
Bancroft and Shirley
MacLaine.
Nominated with Allen for
best actor were Richard
Burton ( "Equus" ), Richard
Dreyfuss ("The Goodbye
Girl"), Marcell° Mastroianni
( "A Special Day") and John
Travolta ( "Saturday Night
Fever").
Begley Drug Company,
Richmond, Ky., reports that
sales and net income reached
an all-time high for the nine
months ended December 31,
1077. Sales for the period
reached a record $24,792,618,
WASHINGTON (AP) —The
Federal Trade Commission is
aboutr ,to consider several
proposals to severely cut
television advertising aimed,
at children, iuk FTC official
says.
, Tracy A. Westen,__who
headed the team of FTC
employees that spent months
developing the proposals,
outlined them in an interview
Tuesday. They include.,
--A;lanningsuhh_advertising-
en television programs with
aukstantial _audiences of
children aged 6 or under.
—Prohibiting television ads
for highly sugared foods
aimed at older children„
perhaps 7 to 12 years old, by
limiting such ads to after 9
p.m.
—Requiring .advertisers of
other products designed to
appeal to 7-to 12-year-olds to
buy extra time for "coun-,
teradvertising" to' -present
health, safPty _or nutritional
information about • subh
products. ' -
Westen, deputy director of
the commission's bureau of
formally announced Monday,
the day before they are
presented to the commission.
The staff recommendations




Michael Pertschuk, in an
earlier interview, said he was
"convinced some action has to
be taken" to guard young
children against television ads
for products with large sugar
concentrations.
Manufacturers of sugar-
an increase of 12.7 per cent or
$2,786,552 over the same
period last year. Net income
Jumped to $857,816 from last
year's total of $726,241, an
increase of $131,575, or 18.1 per
cent. Earnings per share were
FRANCES JONES -MILLS, State Treasurer, talks with Billy
Joe Cohen, New Castle, after commissioning him an
"Honorary State Treasurer." Billy Joe was in Frankfort Ser..
Ving as a Page for the House of Representatives. He is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Leon Cohen and the great nephew of
Mr. and Mrs. Ransom Stout Of Murray. His mother, Lori, is
!easiness manager of the Treasury Department
can lead to cavities.
For more than a decade,
parent groups and consumer
activists have campaigned to
restrain what they see as
hucksterism aimed at the
young, particularly ads for
sugary foods. In some cereals,




cartoon shows aimed at
children, is sponsored in large
part by sugar-coated-cereals
and candy_ .
up $.28 to $1.54, an increase of
22.2 per cent over last year's
earnings of $1.26 for the nine
month period.
Sales for the three month
period ended December 31,
1977 were $10,022,666, an in-
crease of $1,501,882, or 17.6 per
, cent over sales of $8,520,784 for
the corresponding quarter of
1976. Net income for the period
amounted to $517,169 or $.94
per share versus $427,153, or
$.75 per share, a net income
increase of 21.1 per cent and
net earnings per share in-
crease of 25.3 per cent over the
same period last year.
The board of directors
declared a regular cash
quarterly dividend of thirteen
cents per share on the out-
standing common stock of the
corpo?ation, payable




operates 39 retail drug stores
and six ethical pharmacies in
Kentucky. The company also




Florida, and B & B Equipment
& Supply Company, a wholly
owned subsidiaty.
Begley Drug Company has
its central offices and
distribution center in Rich-
mond, Ky. It is a publicly held
company with its stock traded
in the over-the counter
market. It is listed oh






Murray Home & Auto's
Lifts vehicles to 5000 be, Handy fiarrie jack. Swivel lifting
saddle. 3000 lb cOacity,Lifting range 5" to 15". Compact
design. Removable handle. Swivel rear wheels and ma-




• Contains a superior blend of natural base oil
and a specially formulated additive system
• Extends oil drain intervals to 15,000 miles or
one year (whichever comes first) under
normal driving conditions
• Provides outstanding engine protection
against wear
,• Protects against rust formation, sludge and
varnish build-up
• Provides All Season protection
• Exceeds car manufacturers' highest
requirements, API Service Classification SE
10W-20W-50
ALL SEASON PROTECTION
AN EXCELLENT FINISH FOR




ONE COAT CEILING WHITE
* Sets home test* test to Memel
* WIN "Completely" heat yew en-
tire boom
* Feel wIth weed oily melbas a
ley.
.* Clue est asheely ion every -
tie or three-INA&
* Yee sae seek is N tee with Iwo
ledivilleel ankle( when. •-
* leareeteett the net of year Me.
GAS
TREATMENT
Cleans, de-gums fuel line.
Improves mileage while it
















Cleans throttle plate, choke,
linkage,PCV valve. Dissolves
varnish QUM. • 2114
Tru-Test Quality Paint
is available in the Discount
Center or Youngblood's Hdwe.
Dept. If you need paint
for anything, we have it.
The Quick, Easy, Inexpensive Way
To Enjoy Colorful New Rooms Today!
Our Fully Washable,
High Hiding Latex Flat
In Popular Colors!
Latex Flat WALL FINISH
Decorate your rooms even on the smallest paint budget,
This select quality latex flat produces a rich, velvety finish
that's fully washable. It spreads on eesily; usually Covers
most colors in one coat. Dries in 30 minutes; use your freshly
decorated rooms the same day. Soapy water cleans your
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Not Too Bad MSU Student Finds
Being Snowbound In New York
( EDITOR'S NOTE: The
following article was written
by Donna Simmons, a student
at Murray State University
who recently attended a radio
and television conference in
New York) The article relates
her experiences on becoming
snowbound in the Big Apple.)
By DONNA SIMMONS
Cars were buried--
abandoned in their drivers'
efforts to escape the storm.
Snow plows were useless as
the winds swept the snow
continuously in their paths.
Airports closed as visibility
dropped to only a few feet.
New York City was at ..the
mercy of -Mother Nature"
herself., .
Only I, it seemed, would be -
snowbound in New York
durning the city's worst,
blizzard in 31 years. Attending:
the International Radio and.zgr
Television Society College
Conference, I was prepared to
leave on Monday morning, but
as the storm made itself
known Sunday night, I
realized my stay in ,the city
would not yet end.
Those of us at the con-
ference were luckier than
most. We had not yet left for
the airports when word
reached us they had closed
Some, however, had left
Sunday nignt in an effort to
"beat the snow. They
remained at the airports,
through, until air travel
reSumed on Wednesday.
If one must be "stuck"
anywhere, the Harrison
Conference Center in Glen
'Cove is not at all a bad place to
remain. With comfortable
rooms, excellent food, bowling
lanes , a sauna, several pool
tables, and an exercise room,
We were less than bored. But.
when people began corn-
plaping about another plate of
prime rib for dinner, I realized
We all become a bit spoiled.
New Yorkers take a blizzard
all in stride. Those in our
oup. merely. made a few
telephone . calls.. informing
associates of their
whereabouts and remained
calm about their situations.
We "foreigners," however,
panicked „and not only













atgut all we were missing'
there. It was difficult to
simply enjoy our rather
unique situation-especially
when it lasted two days.
We were lucky, yes, but the
situation didn't seem so bad
for anyone. There were those
who couldn't get hotel rooms,
but even they seemed only
minimally distressed. Tourist
found it easy to get tickets for
a Broadway play and
policemen found the streets a
great deal safer to walk. The
city, it seemed, was simply on
vacation.
While watching television on
a "Blizzardy" afternoon, I
was amazed to see a special
about two teenagers lost in a
snowstorm. But maybe that
was'another indication of how
New Yorkers view a blizzard.
"Just a bit of in-
convenience" said one
newscaster as he told_ of the
storm't effects. That. attitude
hardly compared with the
outlook of a Tennessee girl in
awe of "Mother Nature's
wizardry. I'd never known
snow that came so quickly and
piled so .high.
With 50 percent of the road:
clearing machinery in need of
repair, New York's_ -streets
were slow in being cleared.
However, once the. task was -
partially completed, it was
business as usual once again.
•:While sitting with a friend in
LaGuardia Airport on Wed-
nesday, awaiting my
-departure at-lest. I was- AP--
proached by a television
newswoman wha asked if the
snow had changed my plans
for leaving. With the cameras
rolling, I told her, - "I don't
want to leave! If I didn't have
so much to do at Murray State,
I think I'd stay here forever,"






Rich, ,Inc., a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Dairymen, Inc.,
has appointed D'Arcy-
MacManus & Masius as its
advertising agency, effective
immediately. The account is
being ndled by DM & M
Atlanta.
The assi'q,rnent includes
advertising an promotion for
Flav-O-Rich's 17\processing
plants which package and
market milk and dairy
products 'in ten Southern
states including Murra
under the Flav-O-Rich label.
Flav-O-Rich brand products
include a new lowfat yogurt in
plain and eight flavors, a full
line of milk products, ice
cream, whipping cream,
cottage cheese, and dips.
Advertising was previously
handled by Flav-O-Rich. 1977
sales are estimated in excess
of 000 million.
Dairymen, Inc , the
Southeast's largest milk
marketing' cooperative is
owned and operated by more
than 7,000 Grade A dairy
farmer members in 12 states.
Rhonda Kay Crews of
Kevd, a senior at Murray
State University, will present
a piano recital on the Cam-
pus Sunday, Feb. 26:
Scheduled to begin aL34.0
p.m. in the Farrell Recital
Hall of the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, the program
will include selections for
piano by Bach, Beethoven,
Chopin, Debussy, and
Pasatieri. Miss Crews will be
assisted by the MSU Wood-
wind Quintet. MiesCreWS,
the daughter 61 Mr. and Mn.
James M. Crews of Kevil,
Route 1, is a music educatiOn
major with an applied major
in 1)100 and minor in organ.
She is a member of Sigma
Alpha Iota, professional
women's music fraternity
and the Kentucky Musk
Teachers Association. A
member of the Music
Educators 'National
Association, she serves as
pianist at the Kevil United
Methodist Churctr. The
recital is in partial fulfillment
of the requirements for the
bachelor of music education
degree.
A Recital Review




for _.an outstanding musical
event on Wendesday, Feb. 15,
1976. Having earlier scheduled
Andre Watts for this date, it
became apparent that the
ailing virtouso would not be
able to fulfill his commitment.
Miss- EtskoTazaki,acclaimed
as one of the most exciting
young .concert pianists to
come to our shores' from
Japan, stepped in to replace
Mr. Watts and proved, without
any doubt, that she is a
complete artist in her own
right.
From the opening in-
troduction of Liszt's "Les Fun'
erailles," Miss Tazaki
demonstrated her ability to
-coriveyttrthe a ailienc, a lyric;
-dramatic idea with shattering
impact. This example of
Liszt's nationalism, complete
with dirge or funeral march in
heartfelt tribute to the victims
of the Hungarian Revolution,
builds to a rousing climax An
excellent choice for a pianist
with temperament.
In the Beethoven Sonata,
op.53 Waldstein ), Miss
Tazaki evoked such extreme
dynamic contr.asts and
singing, cantabile playing it
music tends to mar his desire
. for meticulous plrasing, apd
-voicing. But even in (he softest
dynamic range, Miss Tazaki
achieved tonal clarity and her
attention to musical detail was
flawless. The introduction (or
slow, second movement) was
poWerful in anticipation of the
Rondo which contained faith-
ful pedal interpretation. The
romantic climax was





Miss Tazaki's ability to create
musical drama and suspense
became even more apparent
in the Liszt Sonata. Con-
sidered his crowing
achievement as a composer
for piano, Liszt combines the
elemehts of a complete sonata
in a single contunuous design,
using thematic tran-
sformation throughout. Miss
Tazaki met the heavy
demands with brilliant finger
technique, glittering octaves,
and warm, singing tone at her
command.
Her selection Of SChumann's
"Traumerei" as an encore
was sheer,..poetry. Such sen-
sitive,inature musicianship is
rare and it is hoped that Miss
was evident she possessei--Tazaki.----mili be invited
more than just an adequate perform in- Murray as _a
understanding- of Beethoven. featured artist in the future.
Many times the orchestral Without a fine instrument,
quality of Deethoyen's piano any performer is han-
dicapped. A speci*__LAcitio
gratitude goes to; Charles
Stone, instratnent technician.
at Murray State University for
his untiring efforts in re-
buildin& the qpinway_gratid
used tor this convert. As a
result, the only disap-
pointment of the evening was
the relatively small audience.
Extra Road Salt
Delivered To State
Even if promised deliveries
of road salt arrive in Kentucky
this, week, the state -Depart-
ment of Transportation ex-
pects to have just enough on
hand to "go after the known
trouble spots," according to
George Asbury, maintenance
division director.
"We expect delivery of 2,400
tons of salt this week," Asbury
said today. "But it's still.nOt,
enough to pull us out of a
critical shortage if we have
another storm.
"Highway maintenance
crews in January started the
month with thousands of tons
of road salt," but those sup-
plies have been almost totally
used up, he said.
Lexington, with 4,300 tons of
salt Jan. 1., currently has only
76 tons. Louisville had 2,935
tons and now has 157 tons on
hand. Covington had a 3,259
stockpile which is now down to
74 tons, Asbury reported.
The situation should im-
prove by the end of the week
when 500 tons are to be
delivered in Louisville, 600
tons in Lexington and 500 tons
in Covington "But these
relatively small deliveries
woulcj not be enough to handle
another storm in a normal
fashion," Asbury said.
"The Flemingsburg and
Ashland area is essentially out
of salt now with no prospects
of getting aa.in the next three
weeks— unleiT is hauled in
from other places which are
also in short supply," Asbury
said. He noted that salt-laden
barges are still in Cairo, Ill.
tie said districts surroun-
ding Jackson, Manchester and
Pikeville have been out of salt
since Jan. 16 but the weather
has not been as rough in than
eastern Kentucky Viiicify 
• districts. . • --
Asbury said 27,000 tons .01"
road salt were used in the first
two weeks of January, and
since then -22,000 tons were
spread on highways. He said
89,000 tons of salt were used In





Army ROTC can. help you develop
two career opportunities after
college
First. Army ROTC gives you two
years of practical management
training and Jeadgrship7--experie,nGe.—
while you're still in school Extra
credentials that will set you apart in
the civilian lob market.
Second. Army ROTC offers you a
part-time leadership opportunity as an
officer in the Army Reserve or Army
National Guard That means extra
income, management responsibiNty.
community involvement.
Two careers. For details, contact:
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E.F. JOHNSON RADIO SHACK CLOSEOUT!
40-CHANNEL
MOBILE CB
Messenger' -4145 keeps you in touch
with up-to-the-minute road and traffic
information in hazardous weather!
LED bar-graph meter and channel dis-
play with dimmer. Positive/negative
ground for operation in any vehicle.
Parts and labor .warranteed at all
Johnson CB Service Centers. Play it
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3 oz. Assorted Flavors'










49 oz. Savo 10'
Heinz Kosher Dill










Plain Or Self Rising
5 Lb.







Breast .. " lb  996
Legs , lb  796_
Thighs lb  79c
Wings lb 29`
Backs ........ ......... , .. lb. 19*,
Fields
Sliced Bologna
1 lb. pkg. 99c
R.C.
Cola













Given Away Each Week
Register each tine you
are in the store for the
$100 given away each vveek
Last Wilak's Lola Mae Robertson
1017 Sharp
*Nothing to Buy *No Cards To Punch *An You Do is
Register Each Time you Are In The Store Drawing Wed-
nesday at 8:00 p. m. New Contest Starts Thursday
Morning.
.Employees of Porkers and their Families not eligible to win. .Adults







1 lb. cello bag
5 lb. ba
Washington Yellow Delicious
Apples VC bag 89c
1110712IFOODS,
Frosty Whip Dessert--_-7 — 




Corn $100111oz. pkg. I
Frosty Acres - Heat and Sarve









"If You Matc sur • ua ity... ou an t eat I ur rice









We realize it' 14 a problem,
and we're trying to attack it, "
Only iine-Tbiid -Get Family Planning Services
"",-.11tANKFORT,ty:TApy=—Services for the departMent rbitifttee tharttie deplithnehr'eVerythiite ihoit
_Only__ about a third-at-the
Kentuckians who, need family
planning Services are being
served by the state Human
Resources Department, a
state official has said.
• Dr. Patricia Nicol, director
of Maternal and Child Health
Appropriations Committee Told
said Tuesday that about .34 hopes to increase that to 37 -Zion," Mrs. Nicol sad.
Mcent . of the estimated pe.rizettr oVer _the , next two_ .. She said about 65 percent of
-200,000 Kentuckians who need 'years. persons served by the
subsidized family planning Family planning services program stay with it.
services are being served by include a complete physical "We do not consider
the state. - _ examination for each woman, abortion as a. function_ of
She told the joint counseling on the method of family planning," Mrs. Nicol
Appropriations and Revenue contraception and told the committee, "but we
ii:
a Ea si • • • RALIK al imi ea um a as ari
la A
le 
.• . ,........._. ...„.....,-, — - ..,, 17 ........m ,.... .....1 •
1 1111. a
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IGHWAY 64t.---MURRAY, K" ome items not exact as .kture .,li
-Would you, believe ring fishing is
weeks Way? We arunow
stocked with all the new 1978 lures —
and colors.
BUY NOW & SAVE
S P.r. eaXinit
We recently purchaseetthwenilrellthingtackle trrverrtory-trom-airares- re u




Pock of 10 WI Pons, 6 Moo, 3





Iii, Wit ioestorizing foe* crimple
2oz.
$1 59
























hiáke reterrals on req-ueser--
About a third of the clients;
or PAX) persons, served by
state family planning services
are under 19, she Said. The
state is placing increased
emphasis on !teenage family:,
planning because of the in-
































&El 141- 014141 - Orel 1...35
Sok Yew choice 59
she said.
The state paid for 650
sterilization.s last year, and
300 to 400 more persons are
waiting to..be-.sterilized, she
saict. The *ate follows strict
guidelines for sterilization,
she said, and does not perform






methods besides placement in
institutions erg being provided
for the mentally ill.





Secretary Peter Conn said the,
department is trying to
establish a continuum of care,






Of U.S. Coast Guard
$i U.S. Departnientof Transportntion
Discount Prices















Dr. John Filley, director
mental health-rnenti
retardation services, said
intnds to do a -NB-scale
analysis of what's happenin4
to the mentally ill in the
state."
ltuddr"—Ti'—illey told the conunittee
that the re-i idinission rite for
mental patients is about 75' to
--110 percent.
"That's part of the prObjegi
but also part of the success5
Filley said.
Great Savings
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Deaths and Funerals
Felix Ralph Moss Dies Tuesday With Rites On.Tkursilky
- Felix Ralph Moss died
.the
---- WeStern Baptist HoSpitat.
Paducah. He was 70 years jot
age and a resident tif 643 North
24th Street, Paducah.
The deceased was a charter
member of the West Culver
City Baptist Church, Culver
City, Calif., and a member of
Carpenters Local Union 1052,
Beverly' Hills, Calif. Born July
6, 1907, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late-Felix
Grontly-IVIdts and Mlle Wells
Moss.
_ Mr. Moss is survived by his
wife, Mrs. • Juanita Roberts
• Moss, Paducah; two
daughters. Mrs. Earl Mar-




Nuel McNutt of 526 South
Seventh Street, Murray, died
Tuesday at 6:50 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 70 years of
age and was preceded in death
by his wife, Mrs. Zella Morris
McNutt, on July 16, 19-77.
The Murray man retired in
_ March 197.0 as *captain with
the Murray Are Department
after serving with them since
February 1956. Prior to his
ment, he was with the Murray
Police Department for several
years. _
Mr. McNutt was a member
of the .Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ. Born Oct. 29,
. 1907, in Calloway,Coanty, he
was the son of the late Em-
mett McNutt .ad Bettie
Holsapple McNutt.
He is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Henry B.
tEva Willoughby, 1602
Belmonte, Murray; two sons,
Dan McNutt Unle-CIty,
and Ron McNutt, 1902 Sherrie_
Ithane...Mutray.: three sistei-s,
Mrs. Alfred Codelle)
,Winfams, Mrs. Joe PaTiter
r Desiree ) McCuiston, - and
Mrs. Charles, rEva -Dell)
Henry. all of Murray Route





The funeral will be held
Thursday at two p.m. at the
Seventh and Poplar Church ofl
Christ with Bro. John Dale
officiating and Jerry Bolls
leading the congregational
singing.
Burial will follow in the Elm
Grove Cemetery with the
artatigeineriti tik the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home
where friends may call after
three p,m. today # Wed-
nesday.
Mrs. Rodney (Mat:Lard:Wel
Cook, Paducah; two sons,
William . Norman Mass,
Venice, Calif., and Ralph
Wade Moss, New Berry Park,
Calif.; one sister, Mrs. Rubye
Roberts, Murray; two
brothers, Kenneth Pat MOSS,
H. B. Darnell Dies
Tuesday; Funeral
Planned Thursday
H. B. Darnell of Murray
Route Two died Tuesday at
4-..35 a.m. at the Veterans
Hospital, Nashville, Tn. He
was 52 years of age and his
death followed an- extended
illness.
Mr. Darnell was retired
from the Air Force and was a
member of the Hardin Church
of Christ. Born-September 24,
1925, he was the son of the late
Claude and Bessie Darnell.
Survivors include nis wife,
'Mrt Bettie Darnell, -Murray
Route Two; two daughters,
Mrs. Janis Groves,
Clarksville, Tn., and Mrs.
Donna Mosley, Murray; one
son, Philip Darnell, Murray;
. three _sisters, Mrs. Beauton
Johnson, Kirksey, Mrs: Doris
Johnston, Benton, and Mrs.
Dorothy Atkins, Hardin; one
brother, Howard Darnell,
Taylor, Mich.; four grand-
The funeral will be held
Thursday at one p.m. at the
chapel of the Collier Funeral
Home, Benton, with Bro:
Willis Green and Bro. Kenneth
Hoover offIcIattng•
Pallbearers will be Leroy
Oakley, Randy Conner, Bob
Johnston, Ronnie Darnell,
Sammy *thins, and Joey
Lawson. Burial will follow in
the Darnell Cemetery in
Marshall County.
Friends may call at- the-.
funeral home afterthree p.m. 
_
today Wednesday I.
Inglewood, Calif., and Dr.
C. Moss, Hays, Kansas; seven
grandchildren.
• The Paducah man is the •
brother-in-law of Vernon,
Grogan, Frank, Bill, and
Hollis Roberts and Mrs. J. E.
Blair. _
The funeral will be held
Thursday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with burial to
follow in the New eoncord
Cemetery.
Friends May call at
funeral home.
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
February 22, 19711
Kentucky Purchase Area Bog • Market
13 ce Ruyin&Stations
Receipts Act_ 420 Est. 500 Barrows &
Gilts .50 higher SOWS steak; .511higper_...
US 1-2 200-23011:e. 148.00-413.25 few 44.50
US 1-3 030-2401be 947.50-48.00
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. $46,50-47.50
US 3-4360-200 Ills 945.50-46.50
Sows
US 1-2 270-3501bs $39.0040.00
US 1-2200-500 lbs. 00-40.00
US 1-2 450-500 lbs. . .  $40.00-41,00
US 1-2 500450 lbs. . . $41.00-42.00 few 42.50
US 2-3 300-5001ba 430.00-39.00
Boars V.00-30.00 some at 35 013
LAKE DATA
thr
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 354.2, •
down 0.4.
Below dam 303.2
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 354.1,
down 0.4% -
Below doam 316.9, down 0.1.
Sunset 5:43. Sunrise 6.37. '
A.T di T.
Ford Motor Co  
requiring the coordination of benefits
Gen. Dynamics 
General Motors 
from group health insurance policiesGeneral Tire Goodrich after amending the bill to also requireGulf 00  
coordination of premiums.IBM 
Rep. Ramsey. Morris, D-Hop-..
Pennwalt 
Quaker Oats 
kinsvil*, the bill's sponsor, said theTappan.. Western Union  measure would reduce premiums by
cutting down on the duplication of
benefits.
However, -Rep. William Don-to veto the measurer D-Bellevue,,ssid he has not
been given any statistics by the
Department of Insurance, despite
repeated requests, that show how pre-














Zenith Radio 12% -%
Prices of stock of local interest at soonEDT, today, tarnished to tho Lodpr
Timor by Fled el Idichigan, Corp., ofMurray, are as follows:, - - . •
tieublein Inc, V +4,s
McDonalds Corp. 45% +%
Ponderosa Systems 15% +%
Kimberly Clark 42% +%Union Carbide 37% + 44
W, R. Grace 24% Ab
Texaco 25% toeGeneral Else 45 +4
flardees 10% -%
Georgia Pacific ' 24% +v.Pepideo 24% -%Jan Waiters  2714 +%
Kirsch 211,4 uncDisney 33% + %.. Wendys .... . . . . .  -
Striking Miners Could
Work For Governmerit
• • WRANGLERS MEET
The Wranglers Riding Club
will meet Thursday, Feb. 23,
at seven p. m. at the Calloway
County court house court
room. James Rogers,
president, urges all members
and interested persons to.
attend.
WASHINGTON (API -
Striking miners could find
themselves woring for the
federal government .if
President Carter decides to
ask for legislation to end the
78-day coal strike by seizing
the mines.
Stock Market
Prices of steaks of Meal interest atnoon Lidat furnished to as Ledger &
Thum by M- Slam° Co. 011 lawn, areas follows:
?Ore. -4": Over -Mandate:-On Helmets:_
Inclustnal Av 
Air Products 24',3 +
Congressional leaders have
promised Labor Secretary
Ray Marshall to give priority
treatment to suth a bill:
One congressional aide
suggested that a seizure order 
couldbe "sweetened" enough
•iiireatoI the losa of-highwUY (Undo'. • • The-bill was a cornprorruse for anThe federal regulation has since been earlier bill that would have requiredrepealed and Fitzgerald noted more that 70 percent of the entering fresh-than 20 statea have since repealed aim- man cities at state supportedilar laws. 
professional schools be divided equallyThe House tabled an omnibus special from the state's seven Congressionaldistricts bill on the motion of Fit- districts.
'Freedom Of Choice' Wins
pahland  Vinit inducemenl to sell at a warehouse. .
'The House defeated, 2846, a bill
Assoeia Press Writer _
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - Freedom
of choice has narrowly won out over
governmental mandate and even the
threat of a gubernatorial veto in the
state House of Representatives.
By a vote of 50-43 Tuesday, the !louse
passed a bill to rescind Kentatiry's
mandatory motorcycle helmet law.
Gov. Julian Carroll is opposed to the
measure and has reportedly-threatened
However, backers of the measure
cited individual freedom of choice- and
claimed there are no statistics to show
helmets are a significant safety
The Ho also passed a bii to directfeature.
the Council on Higher Echication to"This was just another form of develop a program to in-Illre allfederal blackmail," said the, billl 'equitable distribution of students at thesponsor, Rep. Mark Fitzgerald. -u- state's. .professional schools fromCynthiana, noting ,the bill had been among the state's various geographicalpassed in 1968 as a result of a federal 
zgerald, the bill's sponsor, after it
became evident several special 
districts would be excluded from the 
Gas -Tax Would Be. Tiedmeasure.
' Fitzgerald. said _he left all special
districts should be included in the bill,
which was designed to bring greater
local control and accountability, to the
numerous special service districts now
The House also approved-a trill to
remove the state iales and use tax from
textbooks and course materials.
In the Senate Tuesday, a bill to allow
Kentuckians to make up to 200 gallons
of wine at home each year narrowly
passed, 18-16„-after being amended to
allow such home winemaking only in
wet counties.
The Senate aLso:adopted a bill backed
by Carroll to require local school
boards to adopt written policies of stu-
dent behavior, but delayett a, vote on El
bill to increase fees and mileage
allowances to county sheriffs. --*
Making it out of House committees -
Tuesday were an administration bill to
split the state Public Service Commis-
sion into two bodies> one of them full-
-time, and a cleaned up ilinue_Rule Act
aimed at meeting the objections of the
state Supreme Court whin it struck
down the bulk Of the 1972 law last year.
a Meanwhile, Rep: Pete Worthington,-
D-E*ing, tiild the House-he-plans to
introduce several pieces of legislation
related to the disposal of nuclear waste
io the state, including requi?ing
legislative approval before any future
sites such as Maxey Flats could be
onened.
To Price Index Under Bill
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writerto attract minerS baCk tO scattered -throughout state law. FRANKFORT K PHowever, after__ House_ _S_Realte. Would be- the eighlh-seltiire in - "CcingreSi- might adopt WilVani renton,-D-Leiiington, ac-the - industry. In the past something approximating the eepted, without a roll call, a voice voteseven, all in the 1940s, - the tentative agreement reached to exempt library districts from theInterior Department ..was between the United Mine bill, Fitzgerald moved to table the bill.given the responsibility to Workers and the Pittsburg di The mbtion passed 73-16.tiversee the running of seized Midway Coal Mintrig_Co.,!'„._a_,.. -If we_start letting libraries arta
mines. major independent Producer • firefighters out, we would have anBut would miners return to that negotiated its contract inconsistent bill," said Fitzgerald,work under a goverrurient separately, said Donald chairman of the House Counties ariaseizure.prder?- • • Baker, the top staff aide on the Special Districts Committee and an in-' That's an open question, House. Education and Labor terirn committee, both Of which worked .especially in light . of in- • conunatee. on 'several drafts of the measure.dications that the miners
If authorized hy Congress, it work. ,
might resist back-to-work
Orders under the strike-




say that in past, seizures,
workers have usually
returned to their jobs.
White - - -House press-
,sec,retary_ ,Jody Powell said
Tuesday that there was no
precise timetable for Carter's
decision. But he said that,
"This is the week in which a
major decision is going to
have to be made."
Congressional sources said
they extieet the president to
submit seizure legislation by
this weekend if the coal strike
hasn't t'ieen settled.
Should. that happen, the bill
would be handled -like any
-Other, wIth ommittee
hearings, floor action in each
chamber and the possibility of




Open Till 8:00 P. M.
Phone 753-3642 — Murray, Ky

































WENONOR ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
Baker said the termsiof the Fitzgerald was angry about Kenton'ssidure would have to be refusal to recognize him for a roll callspelled out in the legislation. vote but said he was wndecided about"I would guess it would be making an attempt to revise the meas-
couPled with some. • &Ill uL--ure:-.It would take 51 votes-to bring -the--deadline,-by -which-lime the _ bid- back to the floor for a vote.parties either have to settle or The House approved a bill Tuesday tosubmit to - binding. ar- remove the 40-yearold state law ban-bitration," he said. _ , Mpg rebates, or special privileges, toLabor Department Solicitor farmers for selling tobacco at a par-Cardr---A. Clauss said the ticigar warehou.se.. 
_ _
seizure legislation would While rebates would be allowed underlikely call for a longer. perikid the measure& 'passed 62-15, the bill
bar discrimination so that all
than the 80-day "cooling off
period called for under the
Taft-Hartley Act, which is
another option available to
Carter.
Some experts contend a
government " seitOre is ac-
tually a much milder remedy
than Taft-Hartley - and more
likely to succeed.
"Seizure sounds awfully
dramatic, but it is less in-
--trusiVe than even requiring
binding arbitration," said
Miss Clauss.
In binding arbitration -
which also requires legislation-- The industry issued its call in a letter
to UMW President Arnold Miller
- both sides in a labor dispute
are forced to abide by
decisions of a presidentially
appointed arbitration panel.
- Under a seizure, "the idea is-
to keep labor and
management negotiating, but
to do it under terms which are
acceptable to both sides,"
Miss Clauss said.
"That way the government
can keep things honest, can
keep production moving and
can use its best offices to keep
the parties talking," she
added.
"Of course, you can't force
_ people.lti return  ID. work,':_she
acknowledged. •
Baiter Said he doubts the
administration would consider
using military troops to mine
coal if miners refused to
return to their jobs.
"Coal mining is a highly
skilled business. lt,wonld be
inviting disaster to send un-
-skilled workers into those
mines," he said.
Although the government
could step in and actually run
the firms, usually officials of
seized companies have beem!.
permitted to eontipue
nianaging their concerns -
but under tight government
supervision.
Labor Department records
show that in only 10 of the 71
seizure Orders issued in the
past have company olficiall
refusad to cooperate with the
goveriiment. But in some
instances, officials have quit
their jobs rathfr than work
under government control.
And in probably the most
celebrated instance, federal
marshals carried the chair-
man of the board of Mon-
tgomery Ward, Sewell Avery,
out of the board room in his
farmers would have to be offered
similar privileges. The bill also would
prohibit the free hauling of tobacco as
I •
--.Legislation--haa--heew ietreduesd
Kentucky House to tie the state gasoline
tax with the consumer price index to
allow it to rise with the cost of living.
- House Bill 608, sponsored by Rep. Joe
Clarke, D-Danville, is aimed at in-
creasing road fund revenues to
maintain state roads. Under .the bill,
the gas tax could not fall below the cur-
rent nine centsa gallon nor float above
12 cents a gallon.
An administration measure in-
troduced Tuesday by Rep. Lloyd Qapp,
D-Wingo, would increase the salary of
the governor of Kentucky from $39,500
to $50,006, effectiveDec. 11, 1981. The
governor would receive an interim
increase to $45,000 on Dec.11, 1979.
The bill also inCludes -pair raises for
state judges. Supreme Court justices
who now earn 139,000 would be paid
$42,000 beginning Jan. 1, 1980. Appeals
Court judges_ would get a 13,000 pay
raise for a yearly salary of $40,000___
Chief judges of botheourts would be
paid f;500 extra. Salaries of circuit
judges would rise from $35,000 to $39,000
and of, district judges from $27,500 to
$28,500i and to $31,500 on Jan.', 1980.
Another House bill would create a
school building authority to provide
funds for construction of schoolhouses
beyond what is available through the
--Minim/tun-Foundation Progrant:---The-
authority could make direct cash
grants to construct or renovate school
facilities and issue bonds. for school
construction.
Bills were introduced in. the House
and. Senate to make it easier for
students to obtain loans tq pay for
college.
The House measure would establish a
Kentucky Higher Education Student
Loan Corporation to administer a
program of financing and making in-
sured student loans. •
The Senate measure would extend the
'aiithoritys Of the Kentucky Higher
Education Assistance Authority to,
insure Student loans and to provide stu-
dent grants, loans and workstudy
awardr-
Gov.-Julian Carrell's proposed
executive budget contains a,provision
permitting the authority to sell 923
million in bonds to underwrite student
loans.
Also introduced in the Senate was an
administration measure creating a new
state Department of Eenergy, in-
corporating the Kentucky Center for
Energy Research.
Coal Strike Continue s.. (Continued From Page 1)
member arbitration board would try to
settle the record 7,dtry.strike.
A union spokesman had no im-
mediate comment, but said the
proposal was unlikely to meet with
UMW approval.
several hours after Labor Secretary
Ray Marshall met separately with
UMVi and industry bargainers. More
talks were expected today.
"The secretary met with both sides ...
and he has received the positions of the
parties and he's assessing them," said
Labor Department spokesman John
Leslie.
Privately, officials indicated the two
sides remained far apart.
The talks came as new job_ layoffs
were announced in the nation's in-
dustrial heartland and power cutbacks
deepened as a result of reduced coal
production.
The White House called the resump-
tion of talks Tuesday "somewhat en-
couraging," but presidential press
secretary Jody Powell cautioned,
"whether it's possible through these
discussions to make-progress remains
to be seen."
One administration official, who
asked not to be named, said the teri-
tative agreement reached Monday
between the union and a major in-
dependent producer, Pittsburg &
Senate Reviews Files On
Panama Drug Question
WAHINGTON ( AP) - Locked in its
longest Secret session, the Senate is
reviewing files on Panamanian of-
ficials' alleged role in drug trafficking
_ and debating how important the
information is in its cdhsideration of the
Panama Canal treaties.
Reaction "pas predictable after
Tuesday's session, which lasted nine
hours and 50 minutes.
Sen. Bob Dole, R-Kan., one of the
agreement's staunchest opponents,
ea Oft! it -"useful" and said he thinks it
"will have S03310-Impact."
But Sen. George McGovern, a
backer of the treaties, termed it "the
biggest waste of time" in his 15 years in
the Senate. Charles Percy, R-Ill.,
another supporter, called the day a
"desperation move" by the opponents.
Another four hours of secret debate
were planned today.
What the senators heard was a report
by its intelligence committee on, -
allegations that Panamanian leader
Omar Torrijos knew of or had been in-
volved in drug trafficking through his
country.
Seh. Birch Bayh, D-Ind., the chair-
man, presented the report, a censored
version of- which was made public.
"varying reliability," said:
-Torrtjos' friends and relatives,
including brother Moises, were tied to
an illicit drug trade.___
-Gen. Torrijos, according to in-
formants' allegations, may have gotten
"a cut of the profits."
-The Panamanian leader, based on
reports the committee called reliable,
may have known government officials
were involved in dealing drugs.
-He also knew of his brother's in-
volvement in the allegeti :peration, but
did not "take safficient action" te stop
It.
But the committee said it had not
produced any evidence against the
Panamanian leader "that could be used
in a court of law."
The committee's report also cited an
instance in which the State Depart-
ment, apparently on orders frOm -the
White House, alerted Torrijos that U.S.
, agents were planning to arrest Moises
when a ship he was aboard docked in
the Canal Zone. --
According to the report, Torrijos then
-warned his brother, who left the ship at
an earlier stop.
In New York, a federal judge on
Tuesday opened a sealed 1972 in-
dictment charging Moises -Torrijos,
Midway Coal Mining Co,, would "figure
in a major way" in the italics. _
The call for voluntary arbitration was
issued early this morning by Joseph P.
Brennan, president of the Bituminous
Coal Operators Association, the in-
dustry's bargaining agent. He urged
striking miners "to return to work
immediately on the basis that both
parties agree to accept the award of the
arbitrators."
Under the proposal, each side would
have one representative on the board,
with a third member serving as
chairman by mutual consent or, if they
are unable to agree, by Marshall's
appoiiitment.
Planners...
4Coatinued From Page 1)
property lying in an R-3 area on Vine
rezoned to B2, allowing for a lumber
storage yard.
No one objected to the rezoning in the
hearing, although commission mern-
bers delayed action until a future
meeting. Rickman told commissioners
that when he and Norsworthy bought
the land they weren't aware that some
- of it was in a residential area.
In other action Tuesday evening:
-The city of Murray may soon be
applying for a- Housing and Urban
Ikvelopment community development
block grant for a rehabilitation projeet
in the predominately Black Douglass..
community of Murray. Zea said the
application would be a "comprehensive
approach," with federal money going
for water and sewer system upgrading,
surface drainage work, plus housing
renovation. Zea said that should HUD
approve the grant,, it could funnel $3
Million to VI million into Murray in a
-four to five year prnic,ef.
-Murray Planning Commission now
is at full membership. Members ,on the
board iacItide, Dr. Marshall Gordon, W.
A. Franklin( chairman), H. 1'. Waldrop,
I. H. Key, Greg McKell, Howard
Koenen ( common council represen-
tative), Charlie Adams, Mrs. William
Jackson, Judy -Mastera and Maurice
Cnristopher. Murray Mayor Melvin
Henley can sit on the board, but dnes
—4
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SAN ANTONIA° — An
official at Lackland AFB,
Tex.,— imp announced the
graduation of Airman Darrell
L. Foster from the U. S. Air
Force's security police
specialist course conducted by
the Air Training Command.
Airman Foster, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Carl R. Foster Jr. of
305 Pine St., Murray, is now
trained In security and law
enforcement, and will serve at
Minot AFB, N. D. Completion
of the course earned the in-
dividual credits towards an
associate in applied science
degree through the Com-
munity College of -the Air'
Force.
The airman is a 1977
graduate of Murray High
School. His wife, Deveen, is
the daughter of Mrs. Bessie
Mae Perry of 304 Pine St.,
_
AT MARDI GRAS — These fopr students display some
Murray. of the decorative costumes that will be featured in an
  authentic Mardi Gras at Murray High Saturday, Feb. 25.
Sponsored by the Spanish and French clubs at the high
school, the Mardi Gras will be from 7 p. m. to 11 p. m.
Saturday evening. Seated on the floor (from left) is Con-
- suelo Castillo and Talise Harrington and seated above
them (from left) is Linda Homer and Erich Barrios. Miss
Castillo anti--Barrios are exchange 'students attending





The The medicare_ hospital in_ benefit periods began in 
1977,
surance deductible will be $144
for benefit periods beginning
in 1978, a local Social Security
spokesman said today. This
represents an increase of $20
over the $124 deductible ef-
fective during 1977.
434; The deductible is the
amount people pay towards
the cost of services coVered ty
Medicare hospital insurance
during the first 60- days of
Take stock in America. hospital care provided during
Buy U.S. Savings BOT1dS a benefit PerkgL The theme"









you probably know that time's flying. And before you
know it, you'll have that diploma in hand. Then what?
That's not the time to start looking for a)ob or thinking
about-college. The time to do those things is now. And
you can assure yourself an opportunity-to do both by
reserving a job with the United States Air Force tFrcui
Its Delayed Enlistment Procjrarn. When you do, you're
assuring yourself of an excellent salary .'. . the oppor-
tunity to work tow* a 2-year associate degree through
the C.ommunihi_!.- of the M__Force ._„ sorrie,pf
the finest technical training in the nation . . . advanced-
education opportunities . and much, much more.
Findout today about the Air Forte's Delayed Enlistment
Program by contacting




A great woy of Me
the spokesman added, but will
apply to people who start a
benefit period in 1978. '
A benefit period is the way
of measuring a perserils use of
services under Medicare
hospital insurance. A person's
first benefit period starts
when he or she enters- a
hospital after hospital in-
-suranee begins. -I'ends when,
the person has been out of the
hospital or other facility
primarily providing skilled
nursing or, rehabilitation
services for -60-days in avow.
There is no limit to the
number of benefit periods a
person can have.
The increase in the
deductible will also cause
increases in the other coin-




For the 61st through the 90th
day of hospital care, the
patient will be responsible for
paying rt",11 day, _up from the _
$26 a day rate for 1971: For
each of the 60 "reserve"
hospital days available to
people with Medicare, the
patient will responsible for $72
a day. For the 21st through the
100th day of care in a skilled
nursing dire facility available
in a benefit period, the patient
will be responsible for paying
$18, up from the $15.50 paid in
1977 benefit periods.
The staffs in Paducah and
Mayfield Social Security of-
fices will be glad to answer
any questions people have
about Medicare and the new
deductible. The telephone
number for the Paducah office
is 443-7506; the number for the
Mayfield office is 2474095.
Area Counties' Revenues Again
__ re increased By TVA's 1.131.
stration area in wgitern, After study, TVA 'predicted
Payments in lieu of taxes to Kentucky and Tennessee, that the lass of property from
area counties occupied by said, "These same counties local tax rolls would be made
TVA's Land Between The -received additional payments up through arrangements with
Lakes for the fiscal year 1977 for TVA power property and Kentucky and Tennessee State
and the preceding transition" reservoir lands, bringing tlie—officials' involving
quarter amounted to PAM
according to A official I.
Frank R. Holland.
Trigg County, Kentucky,
received ,$231,98l in lieu of
taxes attributable to Land
Between The Lakes for a 15-
month period which ended last
SepteMber 30. The in-lie'
Risyment for Lyon County,
-Kentrielty, attributable to
_Land Between The Utiles
_ came to $231,361, while
--Stewart County, Tennessee,
received $163,404.
Holland,- manager of the
-170;000-acre public dernon-
GOLDEN. POND', KY
grand total to $725,550."
The possible loss of tax
revenue had been of concern
to TVA and local officials
when the LITICi Between The
Lakes program beganin 1964.
redistribution,of payments in
lieu of taxes which the states
receive from TVA. These
payments are five to seven
times- greaten--than-- the -
property taxes in 1964.
Dr. Holland explained that
TVA is not authorized to make
these payments directly to
local governments. However,
the TVA Act does provide for
sizable annual payments on
TVA power property and
operations. Most of the TVA
payment goes- to the state
governments. Kentucky and
Tennessee, in turn,
redistribute to the kcal units
1
of government substantial
Shares of the payments
received from TVA.
"In addition to receiving in- .
lieu-of-tax payments,"
-Holland said, "the three
counties have been relieved of
public service responsibilities'
and any need for direct local
goverrimegt eipedditures
within the Land Between The .
Lakes area.
Mi!ierray Ledger & Times
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Time is running out!
You can save $13.60 on a year's subscription to The Courier-Journal
if you act before March 4. That's right! Instead of our
regular $54.60 rats, those eligible for Bargain
Offer savings get The Courier-Journal
by some-day mail delivery six days a
w•ek for only $41.00. This special
offer expires March 4,





0 YES, send me 312 issues of The Courier-Journal at your special Bargain Offer rate
Find enclosed $43.05 (Courier-Journal at 141.00 plus $2.05 Ky. soles tax) for
which please enter a dbily Courier-Journal subscription by mail for one full year
Name
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EAGLE SCOUT CLASSiOF 1977—, These 14 Boy Scouts were smote 18
from the Four Rivers B4y Scout Council to earn the Eagle Scout rank, the.
highest awarded in scouting, during 1977. Honored during the council's
recent annual honors banquet, they are (front row, from left) Robert
Cochrum, Troop 11, Paducah; Kent Eversmeyer, Troop 45, Murray; Cyril
Friend III, Troop 101, Metropolis, 'IL; Mark Halfiman, Troop 18, Reidlanck J.
Bob Jones, Troop 7, Paducah; Robert Jones, Troop 101, Mayfiel* (Standing,
from left) Mark LeNeave, Troop 36, Mayfield; Bobby Miller, Troop 65,
Calyert City; Jonathan Noffsingert Troop_77, Murray; Jeff Riddle,. Troop 3,.
Padticale Gregory Schanbacher, Troop 45, Mr ar John WhiteseN, Troop
43, Fultonf David R. Woolf, Troop 43, Fuhon, and Mark Young, Troop 77,
Murray. Not present for the picture were A. G. Nett Jr., Troop 3, Paducah;
Kevin Under, Troop 38, Wingo; Gregory Morton, Troop 45, Murray, and
Christopher Wall, Troop 65, Calvert City. The Four Rivers Council includes
the eight counties of the Jackson Purchase in western Kentucky and
Massac County in Illinois.
Japanese Firm Importing State Paulownia Trees
- F-RANK-FORT — For
decades small trees producing
purple blooms have flourished
FROM THE GOVERNOR'S DESK'
ounce of prevention is worth a
pound of cure," perhaps_
applies more aptly to our
young children than to
anything else you can think of.
For that reason, I am
really excited about a new
program which we are
planning to .pus,.._into effect ..
which has the goal of finding
and treating ( health and
disability problems of our
children at a very early age.
The idea is to assure our
children of a happier
childhood, help them perform
to. be anywhere close to as -
valuableas we think it should
be, it then can be expanded to '
othet areas of the state in
future years. — _
The beauty of the
prograln Wits potential to raise
the quality of life of many of
our citizens at"a very low cost
in the long run. It might end
up even saving us money-
overall, over the course of.
several years.
A special emphasis of the
program will be to screen for
disabilities that hamper the
better in school and to prepare... child'idevelopment - whether
- them to become liaaLtlry ii be a learning problem or a
adults who can get along well physical disability.
by themselves. . . '_. Whenever a disability or
. ..I have included nearly. $3 potential • d i f ficultjk is
million for this pgram in my discovered, the child then will
proposed executive budget for be given a more . complete
the next two years - $1.25 diagnosis and a treatment
Million for 1978-79 and $1.67 program_will be prescribed to
million the rollowing year. help him or her.
That money will allow us to A great many of these
-screen- epproximatt4y Row _difficulties_ can he greatly 
children during the first year reduced, or even eliminated
of the budget period and entirely, if they are caught
40,000 the second year. early enough in a child's life.
along-riverbanks in Western area's gently sloping hills, the a 
potential that he says is Casey Co
unty town annually The project, called the That is where the
salutes its abundant orchards P Ipotential savings come in. A
with an apple festival, one- D"iar.Y -u-s hticliadndc Treatment - child ----wT16- - it ii-ot --aik— to--Kentucky, While enhancing trees. . were considered viftw
arY untaPPed since-rift' - 
Screening,
the pgstoral appearance Athe -"waste" wood, having no 25 
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apparent comthercial Value, timber is actually processed. 
third of the 1977 crop rotted as Program, Will tie idinifiistered function ax well as hiebr her
Theo, through the efforts Of
the state Department of
Commerce's agribusiness
division, it was discovered
— that the pautownie -was eon- -
sidered sacred by the
Japanese. Oriental custom
decrees that newlyweds
receive at least one gift made
from paulownia. Fur-
thermore, many Oriental
music instruments are con-




a Japanese firm, W.V.D.
International, to Paducah,
and paulownia is now taken
from the surrounding area
and processed into furtUture,,
and musical instruments for
shipment-to-Japan.
.Commerce Commissioner
W. TerryjvicBrayer noted that
the recruitment of__W.V.D. is
exemplary of the agribusiness
division's purpose — that of




the agribusiness division was
created in 1976 to recruit new
agribusiness industries to
Kentucky and to promote the
sale of Kentucky-made
products outside the state.
Today, 'agribusiness con-
tributes nearly $2, billion
annually to the 1 state's
--ecNetiorn-y.
In just over a year, Mc.-
Brayer said, the agribusiness
division has recruited 11 new
industries to Kentucky which
have invested over $10 million
in the state. That investment
has created over 250 jobs for
Kentuckians, he added.
Director Jack Scott,
assistant Daryl Thurman and
a secretary make up the
commerce department's
agribusiness division. Scott
has directed his major
recruitipg efforts toward
Kentucky's timber industry
while Thurman has worked
with the grain industry.
Scott is enthusiastic about
Kentucky's potential as a
major timber-producing state,
"A Business Opportunity
for the Right Man”
We are looking for qualified men to open
and operate my man's fashion stores
and campus shbps.
• I will personally work with you in
this unique business program.
• Our national expansion offers,
a future to profit-oriented,
dedicated men.
• Company financing and
training available to the
right person.
• If you have a minimum of
$25,000 to invest and want
a dignified community
business, please call collect
or write:
National HQ






Within the Corrmionwealth. •
Scott said the Germans have'
been a major 'target in the
recruitment of timber
processors, explaining -that
here is a "craze" in Germany
forwhite 04,-a hardwood-that
costs three Times as much in
that country as in Kentucky.
Talks are. presently- -un-__
derway by the division with a
German firm that might
export veneers from the state 
as well as with a Cincinnati
furniture manufacturer that
might select- a- Kentucky
location.
In addition, Scott said his
office hopes to attract more
kilns to Kentucky to dry the
wood before it is shipped.
$p;itt. rioter-that North -
Carolina, a state ' that
produces much of the nation's
furniture, buys most of its
hardwood from Kentucky. The
division director gird -Ken-
tucky's present workmen's
compensation laws have
gained a reputation with the
timber industry as being "to
liberal" and have thus hurt
the state's chances of
recruiting furniture factories.
Scott said thati_the work-
men's compOnsation laws are
satisfactorily resolved,
Kentucky's vast timber
reserves would be a drawing
card in obtaining additional
factories. (Workmen's
compensation is expected- to
-.bee major issue of the current
General Assembly).
While Scott has been
meeting with timber
representatives„ Thurman hax
been recruiting their coun-
terparts in the grain industry.
Thus far the division has lured
two grain elevators to Ken-
tucky, one to Paducahand the
other to Henderson County.
Negotiations are under way
with additional elevator
spokesmen.
Scott emphasized that while
he and Thurman each have
projects under way in the
timber and grain industries,
the office has also handled
several smaller agribusiness
developments.
Forinstanc.e. Scott said that
arrangements have been
made for two veal barns to
locate within the state. Scott
said that while Kentucky is not
yet producing a great deal of
veal, the potential exists
because of the state's many
dairy cattle. The barns, Scott
added, cost about $150,000
each, so much thought had
been given by the builders
before they decided to locate
in 'Kentucky.
Ginseng also has come to
the attention of Scott's office
since the federal government
may declare the -purported
aphrodisiac "endangered"
unless a state agency is
assigned its regulation. Those
states without such an agency
may not be allowed to export
ginseng, an herb which brings
some $5 to $7 million annually-
ihto Kentucky. -
The Commercebepartrnent
has no regulatory functions as
such, so Scott is consulting
with other state government
agencies that could handle its
regulation, such as the
Department of Agriculture or
the- Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources.
Elsewhere, the agribusiness
office has been trying to
establish an apple cooperative
in Liberty. Although the' small
ng pug: grower was- large
enough to attract a mi4or




tinder way. in Monticello,
where a vegetable cooperative
has been formed. Scott Said




lour state Depanment for
—Human Resources.
One of our 15 Area
Development Districts will be
ijtilizedjo  txy ouLthe program
during this budget period. A
district- will be - selected that
shows the greatest need but the
least ability to satisfy- that
need. We need to determine
the effectiveness of the project
before expanding it further.
friends because of some sort of
disability like this isn't so
likely to do well in school.
Not only might such
children grow up to be
nonproductive adulli, thei)
might actnally end up being
wards of the state in some
form Or other -- all of which
are very expensive.
If, on the other hand,
these- diffitultues are caught
cllildren become contributing
members of society -- and are
happier to boot. ,
The program will be
made available to all children
in the pilot area. Those who
are eligible for the Medical
Assistance Program will be
covered under it from birth to
age 21.
This new program will
help pay for the screening of
children, up to age six, who are
not eligible for that type of
state assistance but those
families who are able to pay
something will be charged on a'
sit-ding scale, according to their
financial situation.
c a 1- - h•e a s-h
departments will provide most
of the health -screening service
and 'COM be responsible for
referring a child who needs
attention to an appropriate
agency of-office for further
diagnosis or treatment.
The screening will
include a medical history,
aSSeSSment of physical growth
and development and an
inspection for obvious
ptysteal defects. It also will
involve an inspection of ears,
nose, mouth, teeth and throat,
Screenings for visusiokbearing
problems and anemia and
urinary problems, tuberculin
skin tests and an assessment
• a n d pdatrng b r
inummizations.
Good health is a valuable
, asset. We want -all of our
children to be as healthy as
possible. That will give them a
good start in life.
OUR 60TH ANNIVERSARY
DIAMOND JUBILEE During Our 60th ANNIVERSARY
DIAMOND JUBILEE
Ship and Save
FENTON "SCRAMBLER" PICTURED ABOVE





• POLYESTER CORD PLIES •
• 78 SERIES DESIGN •
2997
A1 77211-F117 and1us 
tire off car.






A11 antra plus f.E.T. and tiro off car.
%Weiss Whitewalls $2.50 extra.
4









Bring bock New Car
Ride, Comfort 8.'Safe-
ty. 12-600-636-9
INSTAaATION AVAILABLE MOST STORES
Golden Ulfra Heavy Duty Shocks. Set of 4 17 660-3 672.1 27.96
QUALITY BONDED
Brake Shoes














12 299 1 311 2
Disc Brok• Pads.
32 290 298 4 11.118
INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
AT MOST STORES
PRICES GOOD THROUGH SATURDAY AT ALL OTASCO STORES II PARTICIPATING DEALERS
Friendly Folks—
Friendly §elvcq hi-Air coder .for 60 Years. • 753.113111 WItt°
_ . . ___ __ .
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tract with Fleiichmann three years. As "Mr: money for him than. au his now at that bigM pipeIr?ack- - "-/...P27.,* _ '
are 
Margarine iw one of the few 'Cholesterol," Eagle conveys _ , 'previous work in show sky," he said.
be
consumers to think will .







ren , "Frankly, I never made as* C°Mmertiats - -1 was the - '4. . . 14, ...4) . ,MISS YOUR PAPER? ' haPPen if ther 4rY °ther _Much moneY in nlY Me," said guy O.J. (Simpson) Jumped - .vho margarines., Riegle, who is in his late 40s. Ai cal - - Sebscriliors orb. ha,* Iiia Eagle is also "Brother Eagle said his weight and I was a perfect face for . t.„
.,over in the Hertz commercial,
be rocoivoif tir (wisit-ew..nitt Dominic" for Xerox, a little worries him, but not Gillette's Ti-ac II, in addition - ss...0"' ...,
__dor- - .t.......






- - limos loy 530 p isi Moodily- v • •
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" seemingly =Possible copying .. gaggjibape andl.have a go nd Brother_ Donuhic has th11---- , .. • . ,Nil.
-- ----- fridst w M 331/ r• ii- so 301sr•- '• 'task. A Xerox machine Eldati&Dyson amid to col 751611111 down from above, sod the eventually I'll have to lose Eagle remembers ap- '
philosphi ca I base. But impact.
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p. Jo -end 6 PAL. abbot looks to 'EW heavens, - . are lAoodoy -Friday , or 3:30 p.a. exclaiming, It a miracle!" He got his start in show robes when some people - 
'!) ""- . _,..iT;ttvIr' ,*-
k, .4 , 0....,*4064,.., .... '
weight. I know that," he said. peering at a hotel in his friar's ' -- - 'of ent 4p. isi. Satordays, to Meson But that commercial, too, 4, ,,,, • .6:: v •--:-ose " *Avery of the rawspopor . Gay presents a small problem. 
business at the age of 15 as a arguing at a meeting asked
* trumpet player. "People used him for a few inspirational '''-- - s% ' - ''• ,-„,,,, 
- -
at a• - 
sue bp pieced by b p.m. %Ina. i"It's a little tough on my to my
o or 4 p.a. Saturdays t• ton, WhO is 9 yeamold," he
suar d player. Now they say I playI was a funny tnunPet "r45."I told them 100 years from foU014444"h"thall pla
uuoithat 07 IligtedSaT Ftrarnitynklinteaanmchionrsh:htuimg-oe fi-ewcr tiecasmdzdgett7przsrtaly_lovf kesttuerrrnayglateemoUnniydearsiv etyv Raceranto• elivery. .said. "People ask him what trumpet funny."
his father does for a living and He 
now nobody would ever know Murray State ladies basketball team won in a women's segment of tug-of-war.s-h - -
oto y
started doing they ever had that meeting. 
stiff M b Mike Brandon t ,,, . .os ,--
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NASAL !cal. SPRAY 3occ.
REG. $2.19 REG. $3.59
$ 1 3 1 $215
•
= fr°rR anY nourid ent
• 
_
---------L   -'4WIPIEkz4t------M4,--- -WE CONSIDER OUR PRESCRIPTION
DEPARTMENT OF UTMOST IN- -
PORTANCE IN OUR BUSINESS AND
WILL CONTINUALLY STRIVE TO GIVE


























Bel-Air Center 9_9 Mon -Sat. phone 753_9304
1-6 Sun.























submitted by 12 noon
the day before
Publication.
Ir.A.4!L M *-113E 311C1
2 Notice
BIBLP F4rTs n!"1.'t
put off until tomorrow
what you should have.
done yesterday! Start
serving God today!
James 414 says, -"For
what is lie, It is even a
vapour, tlui appeareth
for a little time, and then
vanisheth away." For
Bible study, individual
or by phone call 753-0984.
copon PORTRAITS,
bring Us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
I 10 62.40:Test' service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free- parking








noorool mod ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also bora sty's, offices, Misuses,
mobRe home sal-ens, esti patios, or U-11U1111, pre-cut completely reedy







































































































23 Liquid  :42 Damp
measure -drAciNinie
25 Passerine subjects .
birds . ityortiOn OT
27 Weird medicine,
28 Decorate 47 Pehtarfm/P
30 Equality slangl
31 Dutch 48 Poem
town 49 Female
33 Experience shoed
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real future for ambitious





have good cleri al skills
and love working with
people. Send 1-631.1EDA,
MCC, Box 631, Murray.
WORK AT HOME • Stuff
& address envetopes..15e
to $250 weekly possible.










 ------ 'PERSONS - *WO faateal FaloaHole44141. lot
D'S SHIRTS N'. THINGS
in Aurora, 474-8890.
Compare! Poly-feld
vest, $8.50. Mens light




Holman Jones, 217 South
Products. - Contact







Apply in own hand-
writing, P.O. Box 32 A.




after 5 p.m. L-13.
TERESTED in 2nd or 
_
ii3rd income. Capable of rr's voR OUR CON SUMERS. LATELY
• earning $500 to $800 SOME OF 'THEM ARE HAVING IDEAS.
SUGGESTIOW
SOX 
29 Mobile Home Rentals





12 X SI - three bedroom,
$125.00 per month plus
deposit, and references.
Call 753-4509 or 7534357-
MOBILE HOMES and
. mobile home spaces for
)1
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.















business start ups; first
And second Mortgage
loans, signature loans,
up to $25,000, farm loans
some 61/2 per cent loans.
All projects considered.
Call 1-502-885-1795
between 3 arid 11 p. m., 7
days a week- -------
-I 
-NOTICE
The application of Heritage Broadcasting
Company, Inc. for a new standard broadcast
-station at Murray, Kentucky, Was-tendered for
filing with the Federal Communications Com-
mission on June 30, 1976. The application
requests a construction permit for a new Class
II-B standard broadcast station to operate
fulltime op a frequency of 1000 Idiz wittra power
of 250 watts. The proposed transmitter site will
be located on Poor Farm Road, 0.5 mile west of
U. S. Hwy. 641, with antenna height of 876 feet
AMSL. The proposed main studio will be located
at 507 North 13th Street in Murray. The officers,
directors and/or 10% stockholders of the ap-
plicant are Thomas L Walker, Kenneth C. Imes,
and Bethel Richardson. A copy of the application
and related material are on file for public in-
spection during normal business hours at J. H.





IF HE 4)ERE ALIVE 700*
9RO8A13.Lq BE
HAV1N6 A BIG PART te FOR
HI.S1 A'"" ,V,OUN7VERNON














100 MILES AN HOUR!
HIT WITH YOUR LEFT!
NIT WITH YOUR RIGHT!
RUN UP' RUN BACK!















































(DON'T HIT HIM AGAIN,






14. Want To Buy
CASH PAID for old gold,
gold rings, old eye
glasses and dental gold.




IS Articles For Sale
ELECTRIC HEATER,
4,000 watt four stack
Matthews, $34.99. Wallin







$16.50 and up. Call 437-
4228.
OAK AND HICKORY
firewood - for sale.
Delivered or haul
yourself. Call after 6:30
p.m. 437-4731.
UPRIGHT PIANO,good
condition. $75. Call 753-
4988.
BEATEN DOWN carpet
paths go when Blue
Lustre arrives. -Rent
electric shampooer.
Western Auto, home of
"Wishing Well Gift
Shop."
WOOD FOR SALE, will
deliver. Call 437-4617.
• 
LIRE NEW LARK brown
naugahyde couch and
chair. Also antique
yellow solid wood 3 piece




tress and box springs,
$125. Also 2 piece living











HOUSE OF Thousands in
FQX Meadows on South
16th St. Now In Stock.
Columbia Minervr
Orlon acrylic yarns in 4
ply worsted weight,
sports weight, also baby
and fingering weight.
Many pattern books and
leaflets..Over 30 designs
in painted 'latch hook
canvas. Complete color
line of pre-cut or skein
rag yarn. All types
embroidery and
needlepoint. 'Complete
line of accessories for all




-VI. Phone 753-3855. •*-













TD 14 DOZER with 'low
boy in good condition.





for the whole family.
Lonardo Piano Co.











Avoid Costly Nemo Itopoirs
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
Noss mood old wooed over ID
Tan. la Op on wane ma la
faboba





12" BLACK AND WHITE
portable T. V. Motorola.
Like new. $50 Call 753-
2833.
27 Mobile Home Sales
1971 12 x 95 13'2 baths, 3
bedroom, unfurnished.
Call 753-9570.
1975 12 x 70 3 bedroom, 142
bath. All electric.
Central air. Call 437-
4654.
1975 WINDSOR Deluxe, 3
bedroom, 2 bath 14 X 70




V. W. Fastback. Call
618-524-4795.
TWO TRAILERS and 4
acres of land. Call 437-
4484.
1967 HERMITAGE
trailer. 12 X 65. Central
air, heat, fireplace and
bar. Call 759-1951 after 6
30 Rosiness Rentals
TWO CAR CLEAN up
on body shop building.
- Can 7594951 after 6 p.m.
FOR RENT





















---central 'beat &rid air.
Call 753-7550.




Call 753-0430 or 753-8208.
APARTMENT FOR





Cali 753-4707 after 4 p.m.
34 Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM fur-
nished, all electric




Call 753-9829 after 5 p.m.
FOUR BEDROOM *AOC
hear University. $195
month. Call 753-0430 or
753-8208.







sale Six weektold. Call-
492-8807 after 8 p.m.
DOBERMAN PIN-
SCHER, 13 weeks. Sell




'HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
'LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
"HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
ATTENTION BUSINESSES
Warehouse space available, CHEAPER than
owning your own, PLUS; no utilities, insurance,
taxes or maintenance. Just 100% DEDUCTION




To install sprayed foam insulation in old and new
buildings. Tremendous energy saver. Every
home and building owner can use it. We are the
only manufacturer that trains how to install with
on the Job training and by factory experienced
Installers. No fees of any kind. We are only in-
terested in selling this foam insulation and equip-
merit that we manufacture. Can be applied all
year round. Write: Imperial Coatings &
Chemicals, 4700 Wissahickon Ave„ Phila., Penn.
19144 Mr. Warren Toll Free 1-800-523-3604 or 215-
8444706.
CLOSEOUTS
RAIDER 40 Channel squelch, Doltatune,
Digital had out-only $57.58
BOMAN ASTROSONIX 8-track Car Stereo in-
dash, with 1111-F11-111P1 Radio, adjustable shaft
typs...only $57.60
SONIC Polies Radar Detector, defeats all typos
traffic radar, pegs in lighter or wire direct-only
$40.116
Seed teepee whim Meaty Order To:
IL C. ENTERPRISES
P. 0. BOX 213
iLNURRAT IT. 42071 
UPIeese Ilse Mossy Orilla Only
SO011111o:
I
flaidor CO et $57.50
.5..s A./FM S-Tred $57.50





crr   _STATE ZIP
WANTED
Assistant Director for the Mayfield Community
Development Agency. Som-e experience with housing
or building is desirable. Ability to work with low and
moderate income families and minorities essential.
The Agency is willing to do extensive training in the
public housing sector field for the right individual.
Applications may be obtained by contacting the
Mayfield Community Development Agency, City
Hall, Mayfield, KY., 42066, Ph. No. 502-247-0626. Ap-
plications will be accepted through March 3, 1978.
























puppies. 5 weeks old.




good farmland for sale.
This is located in Graves
County. Farm has two
large grain storage bins,
tobacco barn with side-
" shects;-ttiol house; • two
-bedroom house and is
fenced. This, is located
on a good gravel road
only one mile from
blacktop state road.
Thinking of buying a
farm, then you will want
;cogs4ff ope. Call
Bob Rodgers, 753-7116 or
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main St.
753-0101 or 753-7531.
FOR SALE by owner
house and 3.3 acres, 2
miles from Murray.
Modern 2 bedroom fully
carpeted with fireplace.
Built-in appliances. Lots
of cabinets and closets.
Patio overlooking
private lake. Barn
Suitable Tor bane or -
pally, plus outside
storage building and
shop. All on beautifully
landscaped ' wooded
acres. Priced low 40's.
tOfl75-950. • •
foll ACRES located east of
Puryear, Tn. on
blacktop road. This can
be-bought for less than
$600.00 per acre. About
55 acres are tendable.
Nearly 75 per cent of the
farm has good barb wire
fencing. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505 '




Concord, 185 acteS. This






Neubauer or check with
our office John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 506












consisting of '1.18 acres
and located in Graves
County 9 miles South-
west of Mayfield at
intersection of Hwy. 45
and Bell Road. This is a
choice piece of property
and priced very
reasonalbly at $5500,





sale at sinner a 4th and
Olive Streets. Ap-
- proximately % acre.
priced very resonably.











sopa ea\ • Super SURGILATOR° agitator
••• • • 3 cycles: NORMALPERMT.
'N PRESS and SHORT
------- 3 Cycle Automatic
Washer
228"
Whirlpool Automatic Regular Wu.
DRYER This Week Only
Also Shop Complete Lines Of Quasar Elec-




BY OWNER - A very
attractive babe, I large
bedrooms, 11/2 baths,
large kitchen, attached
garage, floored attic, all
carpet, custom drapes,













to shopping areas. Only
$25.000 Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY 753-
1222 for more in-
formation.
HERE'S YOUR CHANCE
to own a comfortable




car garage. and WA-
venient, quiet location




















listed this older home
located in Hazel. Home
is in good condition and
has had recent
redecoration and ad-
dition of insulation. Very
economical utility bills
and excellent buy at
A14.900. Phone ,KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-









Saturday, Feb. 25, 10.10 A. tit, 1978
Rain or Shine
Dexter, Kentucky
Sale alibi held ea the farm 3% miles East of Seder. Two East off Ifighway
841 (Murray aud Beaten Ili/nay) at Darter onto Iliglemey 1348. S. 3 miles and
tura testi eats Reins Bead, 1/4 to sal.. Toro West off Ilighway14 amd proceed 8
miles to Nein. lead. Wateh fir sake arrows.
Ed Vann has sold his lahry Farm and Is Dispersing his Fannin Equipment.
1206 Int. tractor-turbo & duals (good), 730 Case Comfort King tractor, New Idea
mounted 2 row corn picker, Jot. 4 row corn planter No. 56 (planted 200 acres),
Athens hydraulic fold wing disc (1'), 500 gallon Wheel sprayer, Brillion 12'
cultipacker (wheel model - 4" axle) used on only 200 acres, Thrifty 4 row
cultivator, 11' chisel Plow with guage wheels, Case 4 wheel trailer with hoist,
electric 4 wheel trailer with hoist, Case 4 x 14 plow, Mayrath elevator'' (Ex-
cellent), 1963 -2 Ton (New Sliort Block) (Metal Bed, Grain & Stock Racks with
Hoist), Ford 2 row cultivator, Anhydrous applicator, Barren Bracket for Ford,
spray carrier, creep feeder, mineral feeder, 2 keetles, miscellaneous items.
This will be an Open Sale
If you have equipment to sell, then bring it.
For more information contact. . .
Mr. Clyde (Ed) Vaughn, Owner
Route 1, Dexter, Ky.) Pho. 502-437-4419or... 
ALEXANDER REAL ESTATE
& AUCTION SALES
Marvin K.-Nueedw, Avotionoor Lie. No. 81
OFF. 238 Ileivereitylt. Pb... 687-4244 - Martin, Toon.
-111011-flardal.-Aleasedeo. -letryallver Wooded Alosanilor
6117-4168 ' 384-27011 364-2866
Prefenimmend Service lime Caned Mere People To %ITU Alexander Way
43 lat,i4i F.,
LOOKING FOR that
special lot to build en
this spring? Loot( 110
further! Located in
lovely Canterbury
Estates we have an ideal
lot for a split level. Take
a look at this lot locate,„0
at 1514 Oxford Drive
then call Linda Drake,
753-0492 or come by our
office for further
details. Be ready to
t build this spring. John
- C. Neubauer, Realtor,
505 Main St. 753-0101 or
753-7531.
REALTORS
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1661
PICK UP THE
PHONE.. .and call us
about this- charming 2 -
bedrooin mobile home
with, many extras. Built
in shelves for your










with 3 big bedrooms
-there are many inches
and feet in this Colonial.
Stately double door
entry....and to the rear, a
restful patio area. Quiet
country neighborhood. 5
minutes from Murray.
Priced in the 30's
LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS 753-1492.
DON'T BE A RENT
SLAVE...A little paint
and cleaning up will put
this 5 room home in top




LOW TO GO. Call or





with mart ersorfamoad, 02W m Nes sail,stock hare, tobacco Imre and
ham. lasted as Tether-
Garbed read.
1707 016. 3 liadrame 2 lath
brick home 2 Mocks hem
emapits. Ilas sand mistairs
apartemeat mid ilatoehail apar-
tment. Should Nat fee $200
maatWy. $49,500.
753-3263 Anytime
46 Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM on
South 13th Street. With 1
acre of land, garage
behind house. Call 753-
8541.
FOR SALE BY OWNER
two bedroom brick
home. Carpet, drapes,
central heat and air with
10' x 12' storage
building. Three miles
North of Mayfield. Call
Murray after 6 p.m. 759-
4881.
BRICK HOME FOR sale.






ft. Outside Murray area.
Call 1-236-2302 or after 5
1- A . 3590.
48 Automotive Service
BARGAIN: CAR bat-
teries, Willard brand, 2
year guarantee, $20.99;
3 years guarantee,
$24.99; 4 year guaran-
tee, $26.36; 5 year
-guarantee, $30.99; 5




49 used Cars & Trucks





$3975. Call 753-9920 or
753-3000.




lock in 1100 tires. Hubs,








1973 BUICK Riviera, fully
. equipped. 1975 Chevrolet
4 wheel drive, fully









mites. Factory mags. 6 "
cylinder. Like new.
Must selL Call 753-9906.
1974 NOLKSWAGON
super Beetle. New tune-
up and battery. Red with
beige interior. $1875.
Call 753-6103.




gas saver, y-8 air Power,
steering, power brakes,
other extras. 20,000
miles. $3200. Cs/I after 4
p.m. 7534179.
19118 LATE MODEL
Buick, new tires, 4 way
power. A-1 Call 753-32/8
after 5 p.m.
1977 RIVIERA, loaded
with eiiras. Call 753-
6057 or 753-6831.
1969 GMC L2 TON pickup.
Good condition. $800
Call 767-3308 or 753-0573
after 4:30.
1975 'DODGE FOUR
wheel drive short wheel















Unique, 1971 model.- Air
condition. Roll out side
awning. Gas or electric
refrigerator. With
shower. Used only once.
For details call 7534218






Al sad Campers $50" off
This applies to aii (-limnerspurchased b14threi-1-71-
The only cure fir Cabin Fever
Is dm outdoors and the beatway In enjoy the outdoors Iswith a Starcratt Camper. Ourspecial prices make thisremedy easy to Wm:
Bank financing available.
White's Camper Wes
ligismis 44 lad 4 is Imo Mormy.
IT M410
51 Services Offered




WANT TO DO babysitting
in my home during days.
Excellent care. Ages 2
and op.-Gall 759-1916.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these.
high heat and cooling




ters installe4 per your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
w,estimates.
CHANGE THAT












smallest to the most
complete job. Call 437-
4338.
HAVING TROUBLE








struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
1




ilos.-14.1. *HospitalCLOSED ON THURSDAYS
Fri. & St 8-2:30 Calls
*Hair Cuts oShoves
209 Walnut Street.
Call this number after 5:00 to assure
preempt service next day, 753-3685 -
and night appointments.
Cleaned up and ready to move in. This fine home
- was custom built for comfortable living. 3300 sq.
ft. of living area with LR, DR, 3 BR, family room
with beautiful fireplace & sliding glass doors to
patio. Custom built kitchen, 2 baths - one with
sunken tub, large utility room, recreation room
& 2 car garage sitting on approx. 2 acres. This
home contains the finest materials. The
reproduction cost of this home would be much,
much higher than the listing price of $57,500.
Located 8 miles east of Murray pn Hwy. 94. Gall.
today to see.
The Nelson Shroat Co.,REALTOR
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
759-1707





ALL TYPES beckhoe and
-septie tank week. Field'






rock, lime, sand and
decorative rock. Also
grain hauling available.
Call Roger Hudson, 753-
4545 or 753-6763. .
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates for
your needs.
FOR - INSULATION
















q. Call 759-1231.. „
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN prompt ef-
ficient service. No job
too small.- Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
LICENSED ELEC-






exterior. Also dry Wall





needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John





















Free estimates. Call 43a
-2786. • .




PIANO TUNING- I cgOi
help you get the 40.
out of the years ft
playing experience. Jilt
call me at 753-3682. ••
QUAUTY SERVICE
Compaq Inc. Air







Minimum 10 bales. -Cal!
753-1287.
SECLUDED-SPECIAL BUY! I
First time offered - Northwest of Murray - off 641
N. Spacious 4 bedroom home, aluminum siding,
newty. decorated, entry hall, large living room,
• dining room, ample closet space, and for a bonus
- a new fireplace has been added to theiiiing
room. Situated on 1 acre, ideal for gardening,
horses, etc. Only $21,900. BETTER HURRY -
This won't last long.
105 M. 12ti Street
753-8080










• .3RD ANNUAL PCA-
GIG4NTIC CONSIGNMENT F.4RII
MACHINERY AIICTIOA-
,saturday. Febniarr 25, 1V78- 10.-i.if
Raw r)r fru,
11 1R VFW( F ND.s .
11 'MELD. KEN TI Ch
Last year's sale was tremendous. but this year's.
sale has a great kickoff and already promises to be
bigger and better than the last two years .
Selling will be a good selection of late. model tractors.
plows. discs. cultivators, planters and field equipment plus>
a good selection of combines and grain trucks ,
Consign your machinery early by contacting your 'local PCA
Office. The auction company will .have a representative-.on
the grounds Thursday and Friday prior to the sale to-unload
and check in your machinery.
(:q.sh. Cashier Chei' k or liio '1
ChprI, - rur t..itreptioro.
„_.
Mark your calendar now for this, Gigantic farm equip-
ment auction Saturday February 25 10 A M War Memorial
..4Fairgrounds. Mayfield, Ny
•••
This sale is being sponsored by PGA. strictly as another ser-
vice to the farmers in the Purchase Area










COAIRINATION NAM & DARR
RUN PORK
Spare Ribs 
241 $ 3 4 9
Turkey Roast 'Ft $ 2
0.11. GRADE INNIS FARMS 
 9 9




Smoked Sausage  LI $ 1 5 9
OSCAR-MAYER FRESII FAMILY PAK
Link Sausage
- VALIAMS
  $ 189
Sausage.. ...... ....... L.. 91 49
PORTIONS OF GLENDALE WATER AWED





KROGER IT ME PIKE
Jumbo Bologna LS 99"
i ,1$139
P115.511011





5 LBS. CHOICE ROUND STEAKS
5 LBS. LEAN POP' STEAKS BONUS
S LBS. FRESH GROUND BEEF BUNDLE
5 LBS. FRYER QUARTERS
LIIS. KROGER WIENERS I
SIM. PORK SAUSAGE 3° Ihs• 52995
(Circle B or Hunter's) d 4'. • •


















0.. 39c 2 ll9c
GRUA TOP CRISP 
Red Radishes 4 mat: $1
NW Of SIASOW
$ 1 9Asparagus 
























1°', 9p.titcp_sl syyt! cou PON CIOTTI! COUPON I. _ _ _ _ CUTTIR ............. PI osT curne couroto I








of tfteto .c;dv-errtrsed rtints is required
To be readily availoble for sole in eoch
Kroger 'store except as specifically noted in
itis ad it we do run out of on advertised
,iern we will offer_ _you your thoice -*to
comparable item when ovoilable reflecting
the, some savings or o ranched, which will
entitle you to purchase the odveritsed rtern




Everything you ita( at %roger is idtaronteed
for your total satisfottion regardless of
rnonutocturer It you ore not satisfied
Kroger will replace your iton with the some














IR Oz. Settles 99
Pies Deposit
MOW 210!. INITTNAIN 01
White Bread











































































wins this coupon and $10.00 purchase excluding itonn Prohibited by with this coupon and $10.00 purchase excluding itsmsPrOhlbted by
ivw and in addition to the cost of cox9on merchondif• Subl•ct 1.1111 im and in addition to tile cost of coupon rnerchorose. Subject to
oSirAkoblo taxes. Lion FM Wires Feb. 21100. 
• asokinh tentaa. LIM WIC Expires Feb. 21W 
111 s10 PURCHASE ENTITLES YOU TO REDEEM BOTH COUPONS air
NAHUM SAISABE, PEPPERONI nom wan




ROL *1 Lima Beans 3is $1 Lysol Spraycm 
NA.
$139
2 lb. pkg. I





Ice Cream .''I SAL $ 1 69cin







Cream Cheese 3 OZ. 20'
olnu
Texas Style Biscuits 3 vai 79'
  59'Blue Bonnet Oleo 
UNE army SMOGEN
IOX Kraft MayonnaiseClub Crocklis 
re oz. 79;
zw WORTH SO` OFF E p.g,=
O. a25Ib bogof ein




= is oz. $ 04
Box
4.11 with thissoupon. Limit one. re
MID
' Fob 2g*
U.S.D.A. GM* A nal F*111
WHOLE
FRYERS
U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice
CUBE
STEAK
Kraft- Soft— mis iss/ YORAM Johl000 lolosson um`
= = CARE LOTION az = TOOTHBRUSH = CUP
WE 
001 111.. 10N
an: MAXI-CUP — — INTENSIVEMI um IMO IM REACH
— with this . one. me esm with On coupon. t one. & SAVE
MO MI 10 OZ. MO 'MImi









awe with this coupon. Levet ono 











OPEN 24 HOURS Except from Midnight Sat.to 8 am Sunday
I. •
MOUT
FARMS
9
e
